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Foreword

During the 1960s and 1970s, niaik institutions of highel cdtiLatiun %%ere
nkuhed m lung -range planning aLti% 'ties, and in maik Lases, der eloped
fire- and ten, -suit institutional plans. Often thee plans ptoted to be in'
aLLui ate beLaum:,of rapalk L hanging e% ems in the extei nal en% ironment.
A's a result LunstituenLies hit ul% ed in decision making hat e,de% el-
Lipid an Intel+ in a mote kilns. appluaLli ty_planning wiled sti ategiL
planning. The strategic trett dtlfets from the long-I:Inge approach in that
its -mplaasis is on change Iathem than stabil it and extel 0,t1 fat. tuts iathet
tlian internal ones.

In this aeseara Repo' t. Robert G. Cule, professor of higher education
at the Link crsit of Washington. traces the intellectual development of
sttatcga, planning and outlines techniques that Itighet education insti-

, tutions can use to adopt the strategic planning approach. Fit e areas of
t he sa tega. planning pi °Less ale identified. establishing the missiun. t ule,
and scope of the institution, anal zing-data un the internal upciatiuns,
analzing data on the external emu unment>.mati.hing institutional mis-
sion anti strengths In oldei to capitalise un oppui amities fur alter natite
fot mula t ions of puhL and L housing the strategies that are consistent tt ith
the institution's talucs, are eLonumiLall justifiable, ate politicall at-
tainable-, :Ind are consistent with serving social needs.

As signifiLant changes take place regarding federal funding let els, en-
' ol linen ts. and rnanputtct ttgttttenlents,st1atcgic planning takes on added
inipul tame. C,. Cupe's analsis trill great l aid college and unkersit%
adnamstratuis sucking to implement a strategic planning approach

Jonatinin D. Fife
Director
EgIC Livarnignuuse on Higher Education
The George Washington Unkersit
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Tills I eSe.IILII I L pul t defines an illuswe set illuminating approach to plan-
ning Ns Rich kniMn-mustls outside ul higher education- as strategic
Mainline. The lepOi t contrasts stiategte planning with long-range plan-
ning, Ieseals the intellectual touts ul shategic planning, stiimmui/es its-
Is:cent application in colle.ges and unis el sines, and identifies the tech
niques necessary f,or its Application.

Strategic versus Long-Range Planning
Strategic phinning,,as one professional acquelintaill said. "is what 1 do
all the time, but 1 didn't know "hat to call it.- Strategic planniij has
become important because it more acctuatels relleeta_t he: rec:afits of in-
stituttonal life in mauled ens ironments. Strettcule. planning differs sub
stantlall% hum s, hat colleges and rims ersities call planning. Often long
range planning or_ompfe-liensive planning.

Lung -raMie planning, lot example, so popular in the 1960s. implicit
assumed a closed system, within which institutional fise- and ten-sear
bit:omits could be const I wed. Strategi- planning assumes an open ss s-
tem in "itch olgamiations are Lk mimic and cunsjant Is changing as they
intonate. 1111011114Iluil hunt 1U/bulcIll CM imminent, Long -range planning
locoed upon the final blueprint. Strategic planning focuses upon the pro-
Less. Lung-i angc; planning. with its application ul formulas, assumed ra-
tionahts but was inadequate, as it gas e too little attention to sallies,

,end changed cilcumstancc., Strategic planning is rational be-
cause it ineurpoNtes the reality of the irrational.

long-t ante rilanning tended tuttatd into on/ anal% sis, tossatd.giurnn-
tutnr mudt. Is of iesuince deplusment, and toss al d being a sepeinite rosin
t ut tonal hoist ion. Strategic planning loc Uses un he eaten/el/ emit onmente,
on goo/item! C 111110i 111.11 mu and Mantis e decisions legal ding t escioui cc cop
mit men ts. and on inte gutted, pallItipatots in oh einem. i'long-1,,tfige
planning made. decisions about the based upon pi esefit data
Legit planning uses curl cat and luttne ti ends to maki cut qiit, not but
decisions" (Teem% 1 98 1 1. Ling tangs' planning emphasuahl,s ient ul

planning. management, and decision making, while the snategic
emphasises ctcatis its. nmosatiseness, and Intuition the ait of planning,
management, and dee ision making.

With strategic planning, the institutmn still not pant. hind. and dis
whine long-tangs plans that ate soon filed and appi opi kik got t,:n,
instead, dune mas olds be annual lc% less, of the institution %, and its
depea intents' duet lions of mos einem. Less attention is Os en to compute!
inn& Is that pi oiccl to lcum! staffiin teguncn.ents and internal tesout Le
c'quit enic ins mei the. ne\t,sets,1is seal s, instcad. min c attention isgisen

to chatgcs outside. the., institution m w hat people %aim. what political
institutions suck, and what Luillptling Institutions ate Weds to do.

Lone-i Mtge plans- loe-used itpon Hist It VI lothii goals and ultirtlitv-0, I is e
s h 0111 , stI alL pt. planning asks ss hat decision is,.pptopl late ludas

h.tscd upon all undcl st,uulutL of 55 hue. the. LI iables ss ill
be !is e seals hum now.



Long-rtntgc plat-Ming w as L 10% ed 1.11 gels as a Science it 11 detailed and
interrelated sets of data, with aggiugations of tlepai tmental plans. w ith
extrapolations of cotton budgcts. The techniques of stiattitic planning
aim to inform intuit c and inno% incli%icluals and gi imps about how
to manetucr the institution (net. Mlle and across turbulent waters.

Strategic planning is an institutionw ide process that e.s Mlles the
futtit'e, resulting ill statements of intention that s% twigistically match
streng1115 with opportunities.

The Intellectual Roots of Strategic Planning
The ideas and techniques of the strategic %iew 41,l'e de% eloping from 41
on ergent.e of se% et .11 clisciplines and subdisciplines. The c kat esi con

net dun Is ilk s..11001S of illailageincit 11 0111 11 kit poi ketIlltt, and
effecti%eness Iese.uth 6. being adapted lol use in higher education. l'ultc
test...Itch is aimed et determining the [MUHL of the at In it% in which the
in ganizatton is to engage and w hat kind of organiiat ton it to be. Mai
keting helps loci mine mote di. et. fly w hat the orgamiatton'at ctli I c.111 .111d
probable clients want. El fecti% elk's., I est:MI.11 seeks to LIC(el 111111C what
collibillation of ul gain/Mk/11.d policies allt.1 fuIGllltunt of ni'ul results ill,
States. The lite! at to about poi , mat Leung. and ellec ti%ellehs mei laps
and cOlnelges in MI .ttegic planning. Neal 1% 4111 of this hit:tato' e has de
%eloped in the last I5 seats in the management school.. and ha's been

applied to highereclucation for (nil% about three years.
Beloit and dui ing tilt tic% elopment of the iel.tionshlp to 111.1144:Lint:lit

schools. tel ccnicepts and lechniqUeS of .111.1h sus horn geopolltIcal,
olgAniZational SUL jUltkp , and genet .ii s% stem flietn les %%Lie lot nittlated.
The geopolitical schools of analsis lotus Upon 1 4..1.1I lolls between nations
.111d states, Ilattlial I esolit ces, and the coLtise Of !Milian scent, Mei the
surface Of,the c'.11 Ill. The olganizational sociolog% Ilk:taunt: fin c es ail ex
animation of gum!) beim% itu w it (ottani/animal st. mugs. Au at tclupt
has been macle to sy titliesize the social scient.cs thi (igh genet ai scstems
them y in which km11161011 telationships between dist. iphilys aic cinp11.1
stied, especiall% as the genet al s%stenis L Mew helps II 1..slles and al
tempts to sot e 111011. The pl inciples ul gcnrr.Il SL NIL Ills theol 411 C 1141PS

IM:St those O1 SI 1 alegiL planning, as tlic pro% icle links between spe-
cialized areas (e.g., geopolitical and sot. tologic all. I esulting not onl% It: a
new conceptual 11.1111eMilk but also ill tools that call be used to nalie
and make decisions in real-orld settings.

Because strategic planning (haws on .1 cli%eise and rich intellectual
het stage. 111.111% who understand pal is of that lictitage see it as uselttl.
Partial understanding. how e%ci is Insufficient. To claim to be a stiategic
'flannel with justification. inch% iduals need to acquaint thenlsel%e, with
the techniques needed for successful strategic planning.

The Elements of Strategic Planning
Regardless of origins. it is cleat that must of the eusting concepts of
strategic planning include the following characteristics:

2 Strategic Phnnung
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1. It is usually seen as a primal } function of chief executive officers
(that view is not. however, advocated in this monograph).
2. Its perspective is of the organization c.r the subm,it as a whole.
involving decisions cutting across departments and functions.
3. It places great emphasis on tile von ditions of the env ironment. seek-
ing to match institutional capabilities with en% ironmental conditions
to-achieee goals., .
-,. lists an iterative, continuing, learning process.

It; is more-concerned wits. doing the right thing than wi,h d6ing
things right. It is more concerned with effectiveness than efficiency.
6. It seeks to maximize synergistic effects, i.e., making 2 + 2 = 5.
7. It seeks to answer the question, What is our mission, role, and scope,
and what should be out mission. role, and scope? That is, what business
are we in and what business should we be in?
8. It is concerned with the basic charactel of the organization, the core
of special competence.
9. Its emphasis is on change. re% , romamination. It is not static.

Six Techniques Necesrry to Plan Strategically
NVIiiie the strategic approach is different, it does not rcquir. cur particulai-
Jiange in current opera ons. Most techniques a nd skills ale easily adapted
to what we do in college. .The most useful tech-
niques include env iromae tal scanning, marketing, e% iew of missions and
programs, selected group rocesses and cognitive skills, understanding
measures of effecti% eness, d adapting a planning thodel that integrates
horizontal and vertical orgy inition over time.

The essence of strategic pl inning is effectively relating the institution
to its environment to ensure uccess. Success requires scanning the en-
% ironment for changes in the so sal, economic, political. and leant/logical
realm. To know the env iloank It also requires understanding contem-
porary marketing techniques.

Strategic planning requires kii wing how to recxaniine the institution's
mission and how to re% icw its pro ams. It requires borne understanding
of how the staff of the institution oronizes its work and how people make
strategic perceptions.

Strategic' planners also need to kii N% what they are working toward.
What elements need to be brought toL. ther to ensure the success of the
institution's mission? That requires an inderstanding of the elements of
effectiveness. And finally, strategic plan Ts need to be able to engage in
a planning process that recognizes the in errelationship of three dimen-
sions of planning. time, vertical integratio (the relationship of different
levels within the institution), and borizonta integration (the relationship
of different functions within the institution)

All of this should cons ince the reader that st ategic planning is common
sense. It is indeed, but it is not simplistic. As casso brought an analytic
quality to art with cubism, strategic planning rings an analytic quality
et Ammon sense. Both ai.e, nevertheless, art for s.

Strategiy Planning '3
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Given the natut-eyf higher education's many constituenc:es, from leg-
islath c to interest ktroups and from prospective students to trustees, and
recognizing the tAiskqig pet suable boundaries of most institutions, a tuscut
expressiyn for college and uni% et-sit! planning is oroposed. apcn-smem
planning. Open systeT p aiming recognizes the legitimate rights of many
constituencies, is consists .vitlt the present open boundaries of our in-
stitutions, and avoids the cbnnotation of possible, deception 01 trickery
already associated v% ith the words "strategy and "strategic." Widespread,
healthy involvement in planni4is thereby furthered.

.
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The Concept-of Strategy

The word "strategy" comes fromla Greek noun and verb. The noun, stra-
tegos, "a general," in turn has moots meaning "army" and "lead." The
Greek verb stratege means "to plan/" Historically, the term strategy and
its concept have been applied largely in the military and political contexts
(Bracker 1980), but the concept of strategic planning has been applied in
highly mathematical ways in gorge theory to explain the economic be-
havior of organizations (Von Iiirt.thiann and Morgenstern 1947) and in the
simpler yet seminally important observations by organizational theorists
such as.Peter Drucker. According to Drucker, strategic planning does not
stress efficiency, doing things well, but rather effectiveness, doing the right
things (1974). It is different from long-range planning in that long-range

-planning "tries to, optimize for tomorrow the' trends of today. Strategy
aims to exploit the nevi and different opportunities of tomon ow" (Drucker
1980, p. 61).

Strategic planning

refers to the formulation of basic organizational missions, purposes, and
objectives, policies and program strategks to achieve them, and the tncvlt-

cids needed to a.ssure that strategies are implemented to atieve organi-
k.atiolial ends (Steiner and Miner 1977).

The concept of strategy is difficult to define yet can be understood intu-
itively. It is deceptively simple. It is basic rather than esoteric. Because.
it is common sense, it will not stdkanyone as a profound revelation.

The apparent simplicity should not fool the user, however, because the
gap between understanding and application is substantial. The successful
strategist is one with the capacity to aOly the concept, not simply to
understand it (Uy ter hoeven, Ackerman, and Rosenblum 1977).

/-Strategic planning is difficult to apply because it in ores the concep-
tual capacity to sec the institution as a whole And seeing the whole is
probably the most important skill of all for those in top management.
Conceptual skit; involves

,recognizing huts. the various Junctions of tht ofrganization depend on one
another, and how changes in any one part affect all the Others; and . . it
(wends to visualizing the relationship of the individual business to tlw
industry, the community, and the political, social, and economic forces
of the nation as a whole. Recognizing these relationships and perceiving
the significant elements in an situation, the administrato, should then
be able to act in )1 way which advances the overall welfare of the total
organization (Katz 1974, p. 26).

The author has cmosetl a 1),,,,fditanic named "Snatego," w Inch %%as designed in
Holland ar.1 made a% tilablc in North America the Milton 13i .idle' Compait,
and reLonunends it for those %%Ito enjoy the ;Atategic w.1% of thinking, is it

Lonsidei able inno% an% ness in formulating sti meg), is tight on %%oi 'attic.,

1 't) ) Strategi Planning lo 5
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Drucker sees the formulation of strategy as a top management skill,
as the "first task":

There is first, the task of thinking through the mission of the business,
that Is of asking the question "What is our business and what should it
be?" This leads to the setting of objectives, the development of strategics
and plans, and the making of today's decisions for tomorrow's results.
This clecirly can he done only by an organ of the business that can see the
entire business; that can make decisions that affect the entirehusiness,
that can balance objectives and the needs of today against the needs of
tomorroti,; mut that can allocate resources of men to key results (1974, p.
611).

Strategic planning is different in kind as well, in that it requires a
special way of thinking. The top manager's way of thinking is unique
no one else in the organization has the same perspective, understanding
the functioning of a total organization does not merely extend the phe-
nomena of simpler situations. Entirely new phenomena take plat, (Stein:r
and Miner 1977).

Attributes of Strategic Planning
Most concepts and applications of strategy include the,following char-
acteristics:

1. It is the primary function of the chief executive officers.
2. The perspective is of the organization or th -! subunit as 1: whole.
3. It plaees great emphasis on the conditions of the em ironment, seek-
ing to match capabilities to environmental conditions to athlete mis-
sion.
4. It is an iterative, continuing process.
5 It is more concerned with "doing the right thing" than "doing things
right."
6. It is more concerned with effectiveness than efficiency.
7. It seeks to maximize possible Synergistic effects.

a8. It seeks to answer the question, What is our mission, role, and scope,
and what should be our mission, role, and scope?
9. It is concerned with the basic character of the organization, the core
of speCial competence.

When the strategic view is contrasted with what has been called long-
range planningor comprehensive planning or master plansone sees a
substantial change in emphases (see Table 1,`. Zfilueibtanding the differ-
ences in Table 1 is crucial for understanding strategic planning and for
knowing how to apply the concept. The terms under "conventional long-
range planning" and "strategic planning" emphasize the ends of continua;
they should be thought of as leverage points.

For example, the perspective of conventional long-range planning is of

6 m Strategic Planning
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Table 1: A Comparison of Orientations between Conventional Long-
Range Planning and.Strategic Planning

Attribute

o Perspective
System view
Data
Fimction
Process
Basis
Result
Result
Result

Conventional
lmig-Riige Planning Stategic. Planning

Internal
Closed
Quantitative
Separate office
Deductive
Science
Blueprint
Plan
Decisions fur future

External
Open
Quantitative ,

Participative integration
Inductive --
'Art
Process
Stream of decisions
Today's decisions from

The ideas on which this table is built are based on Feeney (1981).

an institution's internal attributes, suggesting that it is the critical di-
mension, the Li itical leverage point, in planning. On the other hand, stra-
tegic planning gains impoiiant leverage by emphasizing what is external
to the institution, that is, its environment. Similarly, the conventional
approach tends to ley% the institution as having closed boundaries, to be
self-contained, self-sufficient. Strategic planning emphasizes an institu-
tion's openness, the permeability of its boundaries, and the active inter-
play w ith other organizations. Conventional lung-range planning emphasizes
quantitative or hard data, while strategic planning emphasizes qualitative
data. In the latter Lase, anticipated changes, personal preferences, biases,
even rumors are given substantial importance in plans.

Long-range plans are often the printed product of an office of planning
or an office of institutional research. The product of strategic planning is
the shared understanding of the institution's purposes and a shared un-
derstanding of how resources will be allocated to achieve those purposes.
Strategic planning gives substantial emphasis to the gestalt, to the whole
view, to the concurrent pulling together of soft and hard data, of hunches
and guesses, to arrive at major decisions that contain elements of timing,
tone, texture, emphasis, rhythm, and contrast. The elements of art..

The result or outcome of conventional planning tends to be a lengthy
document containing substantial detail about the institution's mission,
degree programs., numbers of graduates and students by prograth, num-
bers of faculty, gross square footage in buildings And grounds, and general
statements about what research, teaching, and service objectives would
be fachieved in five or ten years. The strategic view says the process is the
most important outcome and that an institution's strategy will evolve
thiough a series of today 's decisions as they take identifiable patterns over
time.

iJ
Strategic Planning7
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A Definition for Higher Education
The following. working definition is proposed for higher education as it
builds upon the differences in Table I and upon the many elements alreatl
in most other definitions and as it employs terms more appropriate to
academe than to industry:

Strategic planning is an institutionwide, future-examining, partici-
pative p6css resulting in statements.Of institutional intention that
synagiStialiY- match program strengths with opportunities to sere
society. __--- ..._

Because strategic planning addresses the total institution and attempts
to address the total em iroon-...ot, it draws upon a substantial literature.
The iktent of this monograph, rather than to review in general that lit-
erature, is to identify the major components of strategic t' 'liking as il-
lustrated in Figuie I, to explain as briefly as possible what ticepts arc
important in those components and to point out a few of thi. ,iajoi pub-
lications that explain a component.in deta;I.

Figure 1 shows the overall role of strategic planning as it draws upon
intellectual roots in the basic theories of geopolitical science, field theory,
and general systems and the apin'ted theories of policy study, marketing,
and effecti%eness de% eloped largely in schools of business management.

Figure 1: Overall Role of Strategic Planning

Strategic Planning

- \

Theory -- Application

Geopolitical
Science

Field
Theory

General
Systems

.........M.....

...., ......
O.'.

.......1.... 0........11/1. MMII O.. OW..

,Policy
Study

Mar het ing Effec-
tiveness

/
..."...... I..., ......... .... linksMINNOW
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The Intellectual Roots of Strategic Planning

The - concept of strategy appears to have -grown -from a number of intel-
lectual bases that, like_the distinCtions in Table 1, are critical for undo-
stai3ding the concept yet are not usually aeknow lodged. Among the most
substantial modern routs, in.ehronological order of deYelopment, are.

__L- geopolitical- theory-
2. field theory
3. general systems theory
4: since World War II, the transdisciplinary, management school pol-
icy studies
5. the concepts and techniques of marketing, and
6. the concepts of organizational effectiveness.

Table 2 illustrates the primary fields of scholarship, identifying the dis-
homes of the major theorists, key strategic concepts, and some

or the as yet limited evidence as to the application of those disciplines
and concepts in higher education.

Geopolitical Theory
While today's definitions of stiategy come largely from current concepts
of business management, business schools seldom acknow ledge an intel-
lectual debt to geopolitical analysis. It is clear, net ertheless, that the same
principles are operating. The seminal works in geopolitical theory ask
questions about the success bf nations and states (Mahan 1890, Mac kinder
1904) in the same way strategic planners lot business today ask what
elements of planning will make a firm profitable.

While they were not identified then as strategic thinking, Alfred.
Mahan's anal\sis of the six elements of British sea power and Halford
Mackindei 's analysis of piybtal land positions hate screed the global strat-
egisi well as they resealed the essentials, the routs, the principles of na-
tional strategic sure ie al, Mahan's and Mackihder 's propositions illustrate
the nature of strategic thought processes and the elements of strategic
planning.

Mahan's most celebrated work, The Influence of Sea Potrei on History,
1660-1783, tiaces the grow th of maritime powers during the "17th and
18th centuries, ree wee mg in detail six elements (three natural, three hu-
man) necessary for nations of that time to achieve power. His basic ques-

-... non was, Why was Britain successful? National prosperity, he concluded,
depended un three "natural conditions":

1. Geographical position is of prime importance. Mahan viewed Great
Britain as being in a particularly fawned position as an island It need
not defend itself by land or extend itself user land, thereby wasting re-
sumees in defense. Further, because of its position un fay ored 'ea lanes,

could easily engage in trade. In comparison, because they bordered on
tkeo-great seas, Frant,e and the United States both needed ti split their
nay res; depriving them of concentrated force. Although it was well posi-
tioned on sea lanes, Holland had too much land boundai to protect.

Snaiegic Nanning a 9



Table. 2: Intellectual/Disciplinary Roots of Strategic Planning

Political Biology/
Science/ Psychology/

Ckoaraphy ociology MathematicsField Business Ma Mgement

-,.,----
Theory

_ _ _ -
Geopolitical Field

General Systems
and Contingency

..

Policy Mat keting \ Effectiveness

General Mahan (1890) Lewin (1951) Berthlanffy (1955) Andrews et al. Kotler (1977 DruLket (1974)
Theorists Mackinder (1919) Ackoff (1960) (1965) - . Steers (1977)

Katz and Kahn Ansoff (1965)
(1966)* Mintzberg (1977)

Steiner (1979) , .

.
Key Con/ cepts Positioning Vectors/Forces Open System Definitions Images Outcomes

Resources Environment Processes Competitive i -
I

,
Interaction
Adaptation

.. Advantage .

Eicampies of
Application in

Cope (1981c) Berg and
Ostergren

_Orton and Dorr
(1975)

Cope (1978) Leister (1975) Cameron (1978,
Hollowood (1979) Scighano 1981)

Higher (1977) Cleveland (1981) Shirley (1980/81) (1981a. 1981b WEN!! (1981)
Education Collier (1981) Cope (1981c) Davies (1980) 1981c)
-- _

Mortorana and '
Kuhns (1975) .

1

*Chaplets 2 and 3. The _untingent.) appi kit]] tu stiateL.n_ planning is seen Lie as a subset of gon.tal s)stenis thLui). 1 In. -o.intingemy
thew )." su labLILd by its limn& rs (Law reme and Lurst.11 190), attempts tu detei mint. tht..bt.st -lit,- in an LAulutivitat) st.nse, between
the institution and its environment according to task requirements.
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2. The physical form of the coast was an important factor; it was fa-
Aorable if itolfered access and thus promoted involvement ssith the w orld_
beyond.

. the easier the access °tiered b.) the frothier to the region beyord, and
tit this case the sea, the greater will be the tendency of a people toward
'intercourse with the rest of the world by it.... Numerous and deep harbors
arc a source o% strength and wealth, and t:oubly so if they are the outlets
of navigable streains, which facilitate the concentration in them of a
cbiintrv's trade . . . (Mahan 1890, p. 35).

3. The third natural factor was the extent of territory in coastline (de-
fined as navigable waterways) and the proportion of people living along
the coastline. Using the South during the Cis it War for example, he pointed
to the comparative lack of people living along the otherwise excellent
stretehesof coast with fine harbor facilities. -

In addition to these natural conditions, Mahan asserted that three
conditions of people and government also had to be present:

4. Number of people and their proclivity to go to sea was a first condition
for success. The French, for example, .vere not inclined to sea because the
country is agricultural. The English, on the other hand, had more of a
maritime and commercial orientation.

5. Mahan noted that an aptitude for eon:mere:al pursuits was a distin-
guishing feature of nations that have become "great upon the sea." Fie
saw both the,English and the Dutch as nations of shopkeepers, while the
Spanish and the Portuguese were seen simply as gold 'seekers. The, created
nothing of permanence for exchange.

6. A favorable altitude of gol eminent toward the growth of sea com-
merce and the manufacturing of goods for trade was necessary.

The government by its pulky can favor the natural growth of a people's
industries and its tendi:cies to seek adventure and gain by way of the
sea, ur tt can to to develop such industries and such seagoing bent, when
they du not exist, or un the other hand, the government may by mistaken
action check and fetter theprogress which 144,people left to themselves
would make (Mahan 1890, p. 82).

Mahan saw the struggle4 of the national powers during the 17th and
18th centuries as a contest for control of the sea. The reason for considering
Mahan again today is to suggest that his six elements, broadly tonceived,
sere e contemporary, strategic management thinking well. Modern organ-
izations like Great Britain hale geographical position, boundaries, zones
of commitment. numbers of employees, with varying "company" char-
acteristics, and are _managed by organizations w'th nore or less favorable
attitudes toward the use of the other elements. His six elements may be
said to be linked closely to the root explanation of any entity 's success or
failure in its environment. As such, his strategic principles likely have

1
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enduring value, o en when they are not applied to nation-states. His theory
and Mackinder's iews serve to integrate geopolitical thinking W ith modern
organizational theories of effectiveness (Cope 19811).

Mackincler's paper is still regardiid as the foundation for the modern
science of geopolitics. Only 24 pages long, it is considered a remarkable
analysis of the link between geography and politics. He observed that after
approximately 400 years of exploration and expansion, the outline of the
map of the world had essentially been completed. He saw the passing of
the frontier, and the beginning of a, closed" political system that would
be worldwide in scope. Already at the turn of the century he saw that.
every "explosion" could be felt worldwide. The question of his tinie15e-
came, Where is the natural center of the new epochthe pivot area?

The 'pivotal point of land, acc(irding to Mackinder, was the "World
Island "- of Central Eurasia, comprising two-thirds of the land mass and,
seven-eighills of the world population. Within the World Island, the key
point, the geographical pivot, wall the land area occupied by the Sox set
Union.

I
The actual balance of polkical power at any given tune is, of course, the
product on one hand of geographical conditions, both economic. and strc
tegic, and, on the other hand, if tlw relative number, virility, equipment
mid organization of competing peoples The geographical quainuie.s
in the calculation are more measurable and mum ,curb constant than
the human (Mackinder 1904, . 24).

Mackinder's vision, when compare: with Mahan's, indicates not only
the effect of new do elopments (railroads, in his lase) but also the passing
of an epoch. In our time, especially since World War II, higher education
has seen a golden era of expansion, when resource-requirement-prediction
planning 1 as important, to the present era of economic plateaus and
environmental instability, whtre it is suggested that position (rathei than
growth) is paramount.

The literature of higher education seems to contain only a minimum
of explicit application of geopolitical thinking, although some obx ious ex-
amples are practicedacademic rex iews focusing on the centrality of pro-
grams in Universities and the creation of new programs in community
colleges, for example. The first instance is parallel to the a% ailability of
deep, well positioned harbors, while the latter is comparable to the cre-
ation of new products for trade. An aptitude for commercial pursuits
translates into an orientation to de clop new forms of scholarship, to offer
new courses, to seek funds for advanced, ground-breaking research, and
so on. The most relevant application for higher education today is that
emphasis on new forms of scholarship is essential for an institution'i

Field Theory in the Social Science's '
Because of the importance of forces in the em ironment, especially as forces
cause organizations to change or restrict change, strategic planning ben-
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efited next from Kurt Lewin's field theories. Lewin (1951) sat% the twilit)
of determining causal relationships b.% isolating elements t% ithin social
situations. lie first sat% the impoi tame of looking at the organizational
enttt In its setting in relationship t% ith other entities. Field theory ap-
proaches a problem oi.characterizes a situation as a t% hole, late' perform-
ing more specific analyses. The subject group could be embedded in an
organization (a department) or the organization itself, thus, field 01,or)
is at the same time inter- and intraurganizational.

The bask- tool for the analsis of group life is the representation o/ the
group and its setting as. a "ocial field." This means that the social hap-
pening is viewed as occurring in, and be ing the result of a totality of
coe.usting sot ial milks,- such as groups, subgroups, members, barriers,
channels of communication, etc. 0ne of the fin:darner:la! characteristics

thi.s field is the relative position of entities, Odd: are parts oldie field.
This relative position represents the s:ructure of the group and its ec9log-
ical setting. Ii e.tpresse.s also the bask possibilities and locomotion within
ilk field. What happens nithin such a fidd depends upon the distribution
of forces throughout the field (Lewin 1951, pp. 200-201).

Field theor) saw cranks occupying positions and changing positions
in a .)a..c occupied by other self-actualizing entities, each creating forces.
The wineinporar) language of strategic planning refers to market posi-
tioning, competition foi resources, and force field anal% .is. Despite these
links with strategic planning, little et idence exists that today's strategic
planners direct!) acknowledge their debt to Lewin, lme% el (see Bennis
1966. 1980, Ewer% 1969, Pfeffer 1973; and Elton 1979). Pfeffer (1973), for
example, acknowledged the importance of understanding embedded or-
ganizational lc% els (technical and managerial) because of then roles in
production and t ()ordination (Lewin's concern). Pfdlei %%as among the
call) social scientists to see the emerging importance of anal)sis of in-
stitutions becau4 the tarious parts of the institution weic all int ed in
the organization's legitimacy, credibilit), and success in coping with its
turbulent en% nonment. Ben though he assumed a placid en%iiunntent
Lewin's influence is still seen in the effectit encss approach to business
111,11pp:went (see also Mortorana and Kuhns 1975, Bog and Ostcrgren
1977; and Cameron 1978).

.General Systems and Contingency Theory
Because general systems theory, as a discipline, is concerned %% nth the
general properties and causal effects of systems, it is perhaps closest to
the essence of strategic planning. Strategic planning is largel% an appli-
cation of genet al s stems concepts to a particular property. an 01 gani-
zation in an intei a% t it e, legal, economic, and social en% ii oilmen!. A l though
it ma be pi ma tut c to tall sti ategie, planning a dist. iplinc (Wagner 1980),
it appcais that most of the theta) of strategic planning, including cumin-
gem.% them) and the approaches of general business management, is work
ing toward that discovers' of a new discipline.
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General ststems theor concerns itse'; -ith the omnipresent stures,
of the biological, behaL ioral, and soLiolo:. 11 fields in multi% "'able in-
teract ion(cf. Bertalanfl 1967) in Lontrast LL NoLia! o oehaL ioral
sciences, which tend toward highl specialized t'I.:11 NA_L ia:izat ion
may be useful in addressing', issues unique to parcic../lai Lts. the ap-

roach does tend to obscure relationships between
CcTiitingency theory is a restatement of general ss...nts them applied

specifically to management. Representatit c of attempts t(, 11.,,,:rittc..,t k-
ments of Lontingenci theor't are those of Lawrence and 1 orst.n ;1969)
Kast and Rosenzweig (1974), and Luthans and Stewart t'977),

The cot:tit:gene% view orcurganization mul then riiiiha. tent .sugge.st.,
that an organization is a ;,stenteutupoised ors:dm:stems deuneated
11) identifiabk bow from i1.' environmental supra.sstein. The con-
tingent) seek to understand the interrelationship uhni and alliong
sub%steins as well is between the organization and Its em monition mid
to define panetn_s of relatiini.ship., UI configuranons variabk.s. Ii ens-
phasLes the multivariate nature of orgarizations and quenipt:. to undo
.stand inganization.s operate undo yin:ling conditions and in speqic
cireninmanes. Conungen9 lien's are ultimately due( led tomcod .sug-
gering organization it deugns and inanagenal (toms Incm! appropt Ithe
1br vpecific siumtions(Kast and Rosenzweig 1974, p. cv).

The conLeptualizations in Lontingem% them Late been toss nd the
identifiLation and desuiption of the major Lontingent. %a:tables upon

hiLh managerial behas iot depends. Studies b Ot tun and Dui t (1975),
Miller and ri kw', (1978), and Clot eland (1981) t epi esent elf°, is to des clop
a limited numbei of stiatep n.aking models base,lun Licit kinships amung
selected ma jot enthunmental, utganiiatiunal, and Indit Idual L
The contingent., approaLh posits that there are no unit ei sal pi int mks
bet.ause es er> thing depends upon bow ens hutment:. ate petet%ctl. Con
sequentl, as the wa s managers perLeiL c are different and as eaLh insti-
tution exists in somewhat different ens iionmentsLontingent. theol
suggests the intim' tame of uniuel designed responses (plans). Bet.ause
s stems theor.i and Lontingent. thLor ale in the early stages of deL el-
opment, the literature is not extemare.

Three Transdisciplinary Management School Approaches
Modern sti ategit. planning systems were upplied in large Len poi atiuns nil
the mid-1950s. Soon aftt.rwaid, business polit. Lourses and business

research, based upon suategit. planning, stated in leading st.hools of
management. Subsequentl, mai keting adopted the strategit. L °mem, so
now business puller and mai keting appeal to draw un mans of the same
tet.hniques. And a third for in of st.holarshi p again most l found in sL hoofs _
of management is emerging. diet. t eness reseal L11.1t asks the questions,
Which organization is more effeLtiLe, organization A or II? and What are
the t.riteria organizational effeLtiLeness L.an be measured?
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Business policy approach. It is tt idel conceded that the general business
policy approach of management schools to the de% elopment. elaboration.
and rtrefinement of strategic planning has occur red in the last 15 ur su
years Et'en though it was not then called strategic planning, Petei Drucker
(1954) was probably the first to address the Issue of strategy with his
questions. Whrit is our business? and %%liar should it be? Strategy was
first ddinedas "the determination of the basic lung-term goals and ob-
jettit es of ain enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the
allocation of resources necessary fur carry ing out those goals" (Chandler
1962, p. 13).

SJon afterward, Kenneth Andrews and Igor Ansuff focused specifically
on the concept of strategy and related processes: Andrews et al. (1965)
linked Druckei's and Chandler 's ideas in a nett definition of strategy

striae* is the pattern of °Net tive.,, purpo.se., or goal., and maim polit ics
and plans lot adtio tug these goal:, mated Ill malt a tilt.% a., to define u hat
business the company is in or is to be in and the kind of comport.% It

to be (p. 36).

Ansuff, at rough!: the same time, tt rote of strategy as a rule for making
decisions &lei mined by product mat ket scope. grow th sectui,competitit e
a'at allure:, and sy nergy. Since Andrews and Ansuff, many hate tt rit ten
about strategic planning. Major wiitersthose who contribute to the
strategy regularly and are widely quotedinclude Steinet (1969, 1979),
Steiner and Miner (1977), Mintzberg (1973a, 1973b, 1976, 1977, 1979),
Ackuff (1970, 1974), flufer-(1975, 1976). and Ilufei and Schendel (1978).

Although authors use different labels, Clet eland (1001) distinguis!'ed
fit e distinct organizational and ut indit idual approaches to the forum-
laticm of Strategy it the literature. (1) planning, (2) adapt it e,
(3) directional. (4) entrepreneurial, and (5) intuitive.

The planning approach is most commonly recommended. It tends to
be forml, structured, systematic, and analytic, and it suit es rut ration-
ality This form of strategic planning is designed essentially at one time,
all major decisions ate integrated. As tt ith cent ent lona I lung-range plan-
ning, this form of planning genet ally results in a set of plans containing
quantifiable goals and objectives.

The adaptit e form of planning has been referred to as "the science of
muddling through" ur as "disjointed inc remelt talism.- As a consequence
of complex dit isions of putt el, some types of organizations (higher edu-
cation in part ) negotiate a tt Lie array of goals, spelled out rn general
terms Directional planning is an approach without goals to which the
strategy maker identifies a domain and a direction only. The plans are
'seldom explicit.

Tlrc cntcrincneunal approach is doutwit.d by a continuous search lot
nett upporturrnies. Putter is often centralized. Grow th is the dominant
goal.

The intuitit e approach contains elements of both directional and en-
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trepreneurial planning. A substantial portion of the writers on decision
making allow for the importance of "hunch," "guess," and "feel" in de-
cisions. They also recognize that intuition is the result of reflectively di-
gesting masses of information and integrating it with past experience.

Despite the variety of approaches, the major disagreements in the lit-
erature of business policy are largely over whether strategy should be
defined broadly or narrowly. About half the authors, following the ap-
proach of the Harvard Business School, opt for the broader definition that
strategy defines the nature of what the organization is cr is to become.
Other authors focus on narroW el dimension's, such as rate of: grow th, mar-
kets and market segments, competitive advantage. As both sides readily
acknowledge the value of the other approach, the disagreement is largely
a matter quibbling, except when the zone of .disagreement is over the
domain identified as marketing. Marketing is seen as an important part
of strategic planning, yet because there is a substantial, ne ly separate
literature, marketing may be considered to ha% e a nearly separable dis-
ciplinary base.

Marketing approach. The 1970s saw the development of a newer type of
marketing research. Although it still relied upon some of the traditional
demographic variables such as age and poptilatQ number and densiiy,
_hanges m culun al values, in the mass media, a great expansion in the
number of produLts, and more mobile, educated, and sophisticated con-
sumers have resulted in an increasingly complex marketplace and the
increased application (51. interdisciplinary concepts (Ems 1973). This phe-
nomenon is partiLulaily true in eLonomic sectors where there is heavy
Lompetition, little differentiation in products, and many brand names
for example, higher educati911.

The newer approalies, instead of demographics. rely more on attitude
research, human perLeption. and human preferences. "(Me more so-
phisticated the product and purchaser and the more complex the mai
ketplaLe, the less adequate the traditional appi oaLli. and the mine helpful
the attitudinal approach" (1-cister 1975, p. 384). The following nett is
appropriate today:

In app/unnon to Mc administranun of higher eclat anon, market:1:i, o an
approach nr "philosophy- of management and planning based on the
cute 1LitUn that those institutions that re.spona to basic ;was Jilt
In members of the population the organization seas to buena. t with, its
markets. Markets are dic subgroups of the publics an institution hos. .
College and tin:versa) administrators who employ marketing concepts
recognize that the sun wal of an institution depends un 11w identification
and fidfillment of the needs of their chosen clientele tit a manner consistent
with the educational purpuse_of the insithuion ("Trivet: 1978, pp. 2-3).

It seems clear that business policy analysis and marketing are con-
% ergmg. One indication is the development of a marketing instrument
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with a category directly related to strategie planning (Kotler 1977). Oi
of the few em irical studies of stiategie planning in higher education relies
directly on 's work (Seighano 1981c). and motion is indirectly in-
fluenced (Leister 1975).

Effectiveness approach. Strategn planning, management, and decision
making should result in plans. priorities, and tact s, ensuring effeet heness
(Druckei 1974). The maim problem in this approach is that of establishing
effectixeness according to a specific el iterion----e.g., accomplishment of
goals (Georgopolous and Tannenbaum 1937), acquisition of resources
(Yuchtman and Seashore 1967), health of the organization (Argyris 1964).
satisfaction of participants (Keeley 1978). Cameron (1980) discusses the
prOblems and potential of these four sets of criteria.

The most studied approach is the goal model of effectiveness; which
was exemplified in particular during the era of MBO (managenient by
Ai:eine). An example is a plan to increase enrollments by 400 students
by 1985. A ssteni resource approach focuses upon the entity's capacity to
acquire alued and, because of competition, scarce resources. An example
is to increase the general fund account annually at a rate of two percent
o%er inflation. Cameron (1981), follow ing Molnar and Rogers (1976), sug-
gests resource acquisition approaches may be inappropriate because in
the nonprofit sector the pi °deletion of outputs cannot be tied to resources
(input).

The organizatiJnal health model stresses smoothly operating, b'ghly
efficient internal processes (Bennis 1966, Likert 1967). An example is pro

idung lot the institution's continuance of democratic go% ernance. Finally,
the participant satisfaction model stiesses the satisfaction of internal and
external constituencies as the nal dimension ensuring effeeti% eness. An
example is the maintenance of a high le% el of job satisfaction among
employees. Miles (1980) and Steers (1977), when employ ing "macro" or
"ecological" perspecti% es. see employ cc t_r diem satisfaction as a potential
summary measure utu% era If elicit i% eness. incorporating some of the %al
iables from the goal aeernaplishment, resource acquisition, and urgani
national health approaches.

At present, the approaches to institutional &Teeth eness are not clearly
coneeptualized, and because all of the criteria influence some aspect of
an organization's elicss, no set of agreed upon outcomes is consid
erect definiti% e. Except for the eery recent attention gi% en to Theory Z
(Oueln 1981), It is cleat that effeeti% eness literature is shifting from a focus
on internam ganiza t jowl beim% (Argy ns 1964,Se hein and Bennis 1965,
Mutt 1972) to atielltal4 ul wilted belia%lui (Hirsch 1975. Steers 1977). which
is consistent with a growing attention to the demands made by en% iron-

..

KrlenIS.

Summary
Stiatqu. thinkers need to understand the disuplfnary origins of certain
key concepts. hum the geopolitical sciences, the impui tame of positioning
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resources, from field theory in sociology; khe iMiiiirtante of vectoring forces,
from general systems theory of the tiaturnl sciences and mathematics, the
importance of open adaptive interaction WO the en% ironment. From the
teaching and research originating in s-Oools o(business management tome
other key concepts that are less based on theory\ from management policy .
definitions. of bounds of strategic planning an\d of processes necessary
to

1

implement a strategic plannin system, from n\adern marketing, tech-
niques for determining customers' needs and analses of comparaii% e
capacity to satisfy those need.; from studies of organizational effective-
ness, guidelines on what makes an organization successful. Together the
basic and applied disciplines pro% ide the intellectual rootsand tediniques
necessary for strategic planning. Some of this approach to planning is
evident in higher education.

O
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Applying Strategic Planning to Higher Education
, -

Is strategic planning consistent with the values of academe? While no
particular answer would satisfy everyone, a growing number of articles
and ,,books suggest that these largely business-developed and business-
oriented derision and management techniques can be adapted for use in
'colleges and universities.

Many of the related, techniques are already in use (Cope 1981b; Collier
19801981; Millen 1977, 1978). Essential characteristics of business-ori-
ented and not-for-profit organizations make the concept feasible for both:
the need to interact effectively with the environment, including the re-
quirements to secure funds to carry out the institution's mission and to
satisfy the needs of customers, and the need to establish mission, role, and
scope and to set goals.

Substantial differences remain as well. Colleges have many objectives
and consensus on priorities is generally lacking. The dticision nriaking in
colleges is different in some regards as well: (1) political considerations
may dominate, (2) decision making is more likely incremental; (3) latitude
in policy may be narrower; (4) qualitative evaluative tools are blunter;
and (5) participative decision making ,among professionals is the likely
norm. The constituents are broader, with many interest groups trying to
influence decisions. Lines of authority are less clearly defined.

"These characteristics may lead some to believe that-it is impossible to
plan strategically. Cohen and March (1974), for example, see the university

as in a state of organized -anarchy.

In a university anarchy each individual in the university is seen as zaking
autonomous decisions. Teachers decide if, when, and what to teach. Stu-
dents decide if, wizen, and what to learn. Legislators and donors decide
if, when, and what to support, Neither coordination . . . nor control are
practiced. . . . The "decisions" of the system are a consequence produced
by the system but intended by no one and controlled by no one (pp. 33-
34).

The value of planning for colleges has been questioned more directly:

The planning cultists tell us that if we can generate enough statistics,
manufacture enough planning documents, and hold enough workshops
we can somehow eliminate the uncertainty.... They suggest that with
PERT charts, Progranmzing, Planning and Budgeting Strategies, and Stra-
tegic Planning, they can chart out the 'inure . . much of the noise and
smoke about planning is ,simply trutecessary. _The planners have been
guilty of the sin that afflicts most other salesmen: they over-promiseand
under-deliver. Frankly, most plans don4t work very well: predictions are
wrong, actions don't solve thg problems they are supposed to, and the
necessary political consensus falls apart into squabbling among special

. interest groups (Baldridge 1981, p. 3).

While they may be difficult in higher education, strategic planning and
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decision making have benefits. Used wisely,strategic planning will aid in
theformulat inn of crucialii-sues, serve as a .,;aide to diverse operating and
adthinistrative functions,force a greater awareness of changes in external,
environmental forces, and should 'help develop a way of thinking that
broadly takes into account the institution's mission, its particular capa-
bilitieS, and its opportunities in the environment. And while strategic
planning may appear as something new to higher educition, it isn't. Stra-
tegic planning Is policy determination. John Millett's statement on what
he calls policy planning captures most of the concept:

I am disposed to think of policy planning as the resolution of ,the major
issues entailing value jinIgments, major issues of social goals. and the
proper means for achieving the desired goals. Policy planning is also
concerned with how to obtain the economic resources with which to
pursue'desired goals, and the setting of priorities among goals (1974, p.
57).

Strategic planning emphasizes in an economic sense the position of
resourcesfiscal, human, physical, and intellectualso as to maximize
opportunities in the institution's environment: Strategic planning is the
analysis of opportunity but not opportunism. Strategic policy decisions,
for example, concern:

1. the choice ofsmission, goals, and objectives
2: the decision on organizational structure
3. the acquisition of major facilities
4. the decision to start new majors/degrees or drop existing ones
5. the establishment of policies or strategies relating to academic pi o-
grams, support services, personnel, facilities, and financing
6. the allocation of gross resources (budgeting) to organizational units
and programs.

Strategic planning sets an institution's movement in a direction of
travel. Most institutions classify as planning, activities like scheduling
classes, assigning faculty members to classes, scheduling looms, control-
ling student registration, implementing admissions rules, scheduling and
assigning staff members, formulating and controlling detailed budgets,
planning and controlling personnel levels, determiring curriculum changes,
hiring faculty and staff members, and measuring, appraising, and. int':
proving professional performance. Such activities would be better termed
"operations management" or "organizational development" or "opera-
tional control." They help the institution move in a strategically deter-
mined direction but are not, in themselves, components of a strategic plan.

A Reeent,H1story
The higher education community has been slow to recognize the possi-
bility of using the concepts of strategic planning. Schend0 and Hatten
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(1972) appear to be the first -American authors to state that strategic plan-
ning could be used in higher education, Schendel continues to contribute

--to.thaterature alder and Schendel 1978). Other authors who have con-
tributed include Orton and Dort (1975) recommending that strategic
planning used in higher educationDoyle and Lynch (197(0,, and
Ellison (1977)publishing an account of how strategic planning is ac-
tually used in an American institution. In the last few years, a steady

outpouring of papers, articles, monographs, and at least two books (Cope-

1978; Hosmer 1978) have related strategic planning directly to higher
education. It appears that every current author has a, background in busi-

ness management or draws upon the business literature.
In addition to the growing literature, at least two organizations are

making an effort to develop the concept further. The National Cenier for
Higher Education Management Systems (NtHEMS) probably has the most
isibleTrogram of research, development, and workshops (Carter 1980;

Collier 1981; Shirley 1980-81). Cameron (1978, 1981) will soon contribute
more to NCHEMS' research efforts. Secondly, the staff of the Resource
Center for Planned Change at the American Association of State Colleges

and Universities, in cooperation with participating colleges, has developed

a ten-stage, institutionwide planning process that eniphasizes environ-
mental trends and links the trends to evaluated policies. While the Center
has not explicitly highlighted the language of strategic planning, it is clear
that fundamental concepts, particularly environmental scanning, are sys-
tematiLalIN' employed (Alm, Buhler -Miko, and Smith 1978; Bunter-Mike)
1981).*

Other organizations that have begun to show some interest, in pro-
moting the concepts of strategic planning include the American Associa-
tion for Higher Education, which has sponsored issue caucuses at annual
meetings, amd the American Council on Education's Higher Education
Management Institute, which offers training materials on the topic.

Because the concepts upon which strategic planning is based tianscend
disciplines, sometimes the significant literature does not include the term
per se, ne% ertheless, most of the concepts are present (see, for example,
Balderston 1974, Richman and Farmer 1974; Baldridge and Deal 1975;
and Baldridge et al. 1978). Both explicit and implicit links between stra-
tegic planning and higher education are present in the literature

Explicit Links Between Strategic Planning and Higher Education
&kendel and flatten (1972) proposed the first direct application of stra-
tegic planning to night!' education, its central idea is still at the heart of
understanding the concept today. "Strategic planning is adaptive plan-
ning and suited to coping with changes, long-range planning is inertial
and implicitly assumes a future that will duplicate the past" (p 207)

the consult Inn. of At Mut D. Little had a sigulhiant des clopment program
underwa% for .tt least two %eats, but the pt ugt am's pi uwipal (James Ifollowood)

left the Ii so that actnuv seems to have ceased.
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Higher education's slowness to adopt the concept is not easy,to explain.
Perhaps it is related to too much emphasis on an inward view. All of the
early (fewer than a half dozen) articles in the first six years since Schendel
and -Nat ten's, proposal were written essentially to promote a new idea. It
was not until 1978 that the first attempt at a comprehensive treatment
appeared-in a two purposes: to-advocate-strategic plan
ning for higher education and to.illustrate how to do it (Cope 1978). The
book is essentially an adaptation of the Harvard Business Schoo.1 ap-
proach. It stresses creativity, plaitWing as an art form, and the role of. rue
president.

Hosmer's Academic Strategy (1978) is a detailed account of the strategic
patterns emerging during the development of three business schools
(Manchester, York, and Vanderbilt). It is not a how-to book but rather an
exploration of the differences between initial stated plans and patterns
emerging-over time. The results of the study (a Harvard Business School
dissertation) are ft amed as advice for more effective strategic academic
management, Selected prescriptions include the need to (1) clearly un-
derstand the, school's history, (2) know the environment, (3) relate school
structure and programs to straiegic emphases, and (4) achieve a tighter
interrelationship among progi-ams.

Since 1978 the number of publications and their sophistication have
increased rapidly, yermost have the biases of the Harvard Business School
built into them, as the proponents are either followers of that system.of
beliefs (e.g., Cope) or graduates of Harvaid (Hosmer and HollowoOd). The
primary bias is one away from justifying strategic decisions on the basis
of quantified data. Rather, strategic decisions are experientially based and
are largely acknowledged to be guided judgments, almost hunches.
Hollowood is the first from the Harvard school to offer a comprehensive
process for straiegic planning within an adequate analytic framework
(1979). .

Hollowood's approach,has two advantages: (1) it draws upon accepted,
general theories of organization and administration, and (2) it consists of
independent components that are separable for the purposes of research
and decision making. Although work on the approach has ceased, it is
nevertheless useful to identify some of Hollowood's concepts:

1. strategic centers within the institution having separate or similar
.._ -clientele. to.serve (cf. Ball 1978; Collier 1980)

2. market segmentation through clearly identified groups of clientele
linked to the strategic centers (or "natural businesses," as the centers
may be called)
3. resource vector fields for assessing direction in force fields (cf. Lewin
1951)
4. niches (cf. Leister 1975)

,5, a common planning language useful throughout the institution.

In 1979 Horner introduced an important dimension more appropriate
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tt.th-ilter education than the earlier business-oriented ideas: political fea-
sibility. He discounted direct transfer from business practice, which em-
.phasized economic opportunities, emphasizing instead political dimensions
that; he knew were more likely to dominate strategic feasibility in the
public sector, Horner recognized political reality by emphasizing the need
.to test any potential opportunity &n three ways before strategically im-

.
portant decisions were made: tests for hierarchical position, power, and

salience. The pawnor; of each individual or group with respect to each
opportunity needs to be examinedfor example, Are the trustees favorable
or neutral? The test of power represents an estimate of the individual's or
group's ability to affect the opportunity, either po-atively or negatively.
The lest of saltence determines the importance or relevance of each op-
portunity. Based on the combined analysis of position, power, and sali-
ence, the political feasibility of each opportunity can be assessed.

Other writings deserve mention because they contain a particular ap-
proach. Green, Nayyar, and Ruch (1979) offer an integrated system linking
planning and budgeting. The underlying concepts of this work, contrary
to most other approaches, have little to do with general management
theory, principles of budgetinclUding zero-based budget analysis and
management by objecttw, are its cornerstone. While the work sees mission
statements as ti.:;_efura-nd contains many examples of budgetary analysis,

, for the mint girt the content is a narrower, "business office" approach to
strategy .:"

-Mersun and Qualls (1979), like Green, Nayyar, and Ruch, emphasize
financial analysis in their approach to strategy, including formats for
collecting and analyzing financial data. Neither treatment adequately con-
siders the em ironment and thus is less. than "strategic," and neither builds
explicitly on the literature of strategic planning, but both have a more
strategic ()Titivation than that of the National Association of College and
bnis ersity Busine6s7Officers (NACUBO) or of Parckh (1975). The
approaches are perhaps the least sensitive to the environment.

Collier's statement (1981) on how strategic planning is applicable to
colleges and uni%ersities de% clops five elements from an analysis of the
many definitions of strategic planning. He sugeests that_ these elements

°
make up the essence of strategic planning:

1. Strategic planning is the making of a set of fpture-determiningde-
cisions for the institution.
2. The total process is composed of both the "formulation and imple-
mentation of strategy. .

3. Strategy decisions require matching the organization',, particular
characteristics and resources with its proximate environment.
4. Strategic planning requires the institution to create its own futures.
5. The set of decisions should be synergistic and should increase or-
ganizational flexibility.

Collier also hotes that awareness of the institution's culture or saga
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gives those within an institution a sense of what to do and how to behave,
as well as a sense of the unified set of beliefs that must be appropriately
matched as strategic plans are formulated (cf. Clark 1972).

Implicit-Concepts in the Literature of Nigher Education
Whild not claiming tp be about strategic planning, books by Balderston
(1974), Richman and'Farmer (1974), and Jedamus, Peterson, and Associ-
ate-s-(1980) all present concepts useful to strategic planners and some
specific-hx.hriiques_While_Balderstpa's_background is economics and man:
agement, his angle of vision is clearly oriented toward the strategic and
quite appropriate to higher education, especially_in his illpstration of the
importance of constituencies and zones of commitment. Pei-haps his use
Of the phrase "policy analysis"because he is discussing "strategic pol-
icy"iS even more appthpriate to higher education.

The-special importance-of Balderston's and.of Richman and Farmer's
books is that they provide many, and still perhaps the best, examples of
strategic pulley decisions at identifiable institutions: the merger of the
Case Institute of Technology and Western Reserve Uni% ersity (Balderston
1974, p. 115); the closing of the graduate program in Slavic languages and
literature at 'Princeton (Balderston 1974, pp. 112-14); the development of
goals of Berea College (Richman and Farmer 1974, pp. 128-35); and the
case of an unnamed university in crisis (Richman and Farmer 1974, pp.
36-71). Both books, further, approach planning and management in terms
of open systems or, contingencies, thus clearly relating their ideas on
_management to environments and internal program assessment. Continual,
if gradual, directional transformations arc the central cont-ern of st, ategit.
management, and these authors make this point effectively.

The integration of institutional research with planning -is the focus of
Jedamus, Peterson, and Associates (1980). The book investigates quite
thoroughly the full range of management activities in dead) strategic
terms. The first thr,.:e parts in particular lay out the conceptual basis for
integrating strategic and tactical management. part 1 dist.usses exploring
the external environment; part 2 links th... institution to the em ironment,
and part 3 focuses upon internally ont.nt..tr planning, identifying and
separating the strategiC decision limp the m.vely tactical. Too often clef)
decision is called "strategic" because the term sounds important, but even
"important" or "significant" decisions arc not necessarily strategic.

Shirley (1981b) has developed the bat set of criteria for separating the
strategic hum the merely tactical decision. He suggests that strategic
decisions must (I) be directed toward defining the institution's relation-
ship with its environment, (2) affect the organization as a whole, (3) be
multifunctional in character, i.e., depend on input from a variety:of func-
tional areas, and (4) provide direction for and constraints on all admin-
istrative and operational activities throughout the institution (pp. 10-12).

The Application of Empirical Research for the Strategic, Planner
A study that is particularly useful in understanding the notion of market
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position or niche, one of strategic planning's central dimensions, is that
by Leister (1975). Building on marketing studies of human perception and
product preferences, he measured the perceived market position; or com-
parati. e image, held by potential students of 12 postsecondary institutions
in the Puget Sound region of Washington. The institutional dimensions
he measured included quality, quantity of offerings, costs, nearness, size,
and safety. . .

Once the relative positions of products in a market are understood, either
oftwo-basic strategies underlying thcproductposilioningsoncept can he
employed. (1) change or reinforce (clarify) a product's present position in
the perceptual sp 'e or (2) change the dimensions upon which people
evaluate products the space (e.g., add a new dimension to the space)
(p. 395).

The major policy decision for some institutions to change from single-
sex to coeducation in the 1960s reminds strategists to carefully cobsider

Qlhe intendedas well as the unintendedconsequences of a major stra-
tegic move. Women's colleges that admitted men experienced significant
declines in elements of campus climr te in the areas that marked those
colleges as distinctive (sense of cornmuaity, propriety, and morale), while
"the reciprocal change in male colleges was, almost w ithout exception an
unqualified success. Not only did enrollments increase and colleges' re-
sources grow, but morale improved and the campus environment became
more friendly and well-mannered." (Anderson 1978, p. 44).

Scigliano (1981a) tested a model (Kotler 1977) that relates environ-
mental factors,(competition and population changes) to planning and mar-
keting acti. ides in his study of the ilelationship-between declining and
grow ing,colleges and selected adminii,trati.e belimiors (capacity to take
a total systems iew, , use of quality marketing strategies, among others).
His sample consisted of 162 community colleges, data w ere obtained from
admissions officers. This stud) illustrates that en. ironmental conditions
can affect administrative beba. iors as well as the admmistra the structure
of institutions.

Probably the best example of strategy research, because it blends the
rigor of.quantification ith a complex set of field-related variables, is by
Cle. eland (19&I). She studied the strategic decisions made by t:eans, chair-
persons, and faculty in university schools of nursing. Her configuration of
variables included (I) degrees of environmental uncertainty, (2) the cog-
nitive sty les of decision makers, and (3) the organizational position of the
decision makers. She found decision makers' preferred styles were related
to,dcgrees of uncertainty in the decision makers' en. ironments. For ex-
arnple, ith higher levels of uncertainty in the env ironment, the respon-
dents chose more analy tic approaches to the formulation of strategy With
low levels of uncertainty, they chose integrated approaches to making
strategy. She did not find position (leyel of responsibility) was related to
their choice of strategy. At one point she concluded:
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Mhis study suggests that all members of al, organization have strategy-
making potential; it is not position related. In fact, since individuals seem
to approach strategy fonnulatimi in different ways, it may be advantageous
to the organization to involve persons with differing preferred cognitive
modes and differing approat.:ws to strategy making in the strategy process
so as to benefit from a synthesis of the varying perspectives. . . .

iittegrated approach to vrategy making may be best fouler most_cirettnr==
'''Stances; it combines the best of toill2t2odds.-ildintzkerg (1976) proposes
that the intlyout.stgiding-strategists are those who can couple uonanalytic

,_________processes-(itunch, judgment, synthesis, and so on) with effective analytic
processes (logic,-atralysis,--articulateness;--andszron):

Colleges and universities could particularly utilize the results of this
study in better implementin g collegial governance. Since position does not
seem to affect the approitch taken to strategy 10i:illation, faculty, de-
partment chairpersons, deans. and others havi! the potential. 16 for con Crib-

to the strategy process. In /act, the contributions of their differing
perspectives would probably enhance the university's resulting strategies.
In addition, by participating in strategy-making processes, the. various
members of the university community should be able to h'elp facilitate
adaptation of the University to changing circumstances and to newly
identified opportunities. This advantage, however, could be realized only
if the faculty. department chairs, and others were capable of looking be-
yond the narrow limits of their own disciplines (pp. 162-63).

Needed Research
Little empirical research is available now and, considering the difficulty
of studying real behavior in real colleges, little more is expected soon. Yet
the field should not he neglected. Part of the problei may be the expec-
tation in universities that research must demonstrate quantitati\ c meth-
odological elegance. Good policy research is, howove, less rigorous but
richer in its encompassing more qualitative variables. M;ntzberg obser es
that

. management policy is not yet ready for the hypothesis-testEng of de-
"ductive research,. since hypotheses are lackin and it is not the single
relationships that need to be studied so much as he systems of relation-
ships, or configurations, among cluster's of variab s.... First, the field
needs theoty that is useful, rich, simple to understand, and true to us data
base, but not theory that is obsessed with rigor. Second, the emphasis
should be on the development of descriptive theory in the belief that so-
phisticated description in the hands of the practitioner is the best route
to.improved policy-making (1977, pp. 94-95).

Three classes of variables need attention in research on strategy for-
Ululation: variables describing environmental conditions, 1.ariables relat-
ing to the persons making decisions, and variables relating directly to the
colleges and universities as organizations.
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Env ironmental conditions provide sources of opportunity and threat
that the strategist must evaluate. Most concepts of the environment focus
on degrees of certainty or uncertainty . Env ironmentswhich include eco-
nomic trends, technologies, social values, and political changesare seen
as complex and rapidly changing or as stable and predi_table Cleveland
(1981), Mintzberg (1973b), and Steiner and Miner (1977) illustrate ways
to approach degrees of certainty.

The techniques of environmental scanning, need to be tested. Proba-
bility-diffusion matrices, techniques for force-field analysis, value profil-
ing, and multidimensional perceptional mapping are ali techniques
requu ing refinement if strategic...Aimless are to use them moreeffectively
(see Cope 1981a).

The strategist as decision maker provides the link between the envi-
ronment and the institution. The individual's cognitive mode or style of
thinking needs study. Variables include characteristic methods of solving
problems, tolerance for ambiguity, propensity for taking risk, capacity to
think creatively, and intelligence. Cloiely ..:lated to the individual's cog-
nitive mode or style is research on group ,.rocesses.

Factors relating to the organization that may influence strategic plan-
ning include the position of the individual (trustee, president, dean, chair,
faculty member), which may require different kinds -.)f planning skills or
oriel] tations, and restraints on time and money, which have different in-
fluences on process and may result in quite different strategic decisions
as well. Other variables include (1) power (Miller and Friesen 1978),
(2) institutional properties, such as size or state of growth (Mintzberg
1973b) or structure (Kart and Rosenzwieg 1974); (3) status (public or pii-
vate), (4) location, and (5) key elements of mission.

Integrated, interrelated research on strategic policy y% ill thus look more
closely at the env ironment, the structures and characteristics of colleges,
and the intellectual requirements to think strategically.

If the three critmil dimensions are not interrelated in single studies,
separale, perhaps single-variable. studies need to address:

the role of trustees in strategic planning
the costs and benefits of strategic planning
the information required for strategic analysis

' the content of effective organizational strategies
approaches to organizing the strategic function
the impact of changes in the political system on institutional policy
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Techniqups of Strategic Planning

The techniques essential to strategic planning, decision making, and man-
agement focus on the environment, on the institution, and on the links
between the two. Table 3 illustrates the framework for this section. Man-
agement skills and techniques needed for the external orientation (the
environment) include the capability to assess and affect the environment,
which requires techniques to scan the environment as well as the mar-
keting capability to affect the environment (the marketplace). Skills that
focus on the institution (the internal orientation) include a capacity to
review missions and programs and a knowledge oT how

u
itkdividuals and

,groups process information to make strategic ectsions. Finally, to inte-
grate environment and institution, manageis must consider what insti-
tutional elements need deyelopmentio ensure long-term effect ix eness and
must know how to use comprehensive models ticri-rmulate strategic plans.

Table 3: Managerial Skills and Techniques Needed for Strategic
Planning

Skills and
Techniques

Key
'Literature

External Environmental
. (Environment) scanning

Marketing

Alm, Buhler-Miko,
and Smith (1978)

Cope (1978r:1981a)

Kotler (1977, 1979)
Kelm (1981)
Groff (1981c)

Internal'
(Institution)

Review of-missions
and program'

Cognitive skills

C.O.P.E. (1973)
Miller (1979)
Kells (1980)

de Bono (1975)
Radfm d (1980)
Cleveland (1981)ti

Integration of Measures of
Environment and effectiveness
Institution

Requirements for
strategic planning

Cameron (1978,
1981)

Alm,.Buhler-Mika,
and Smith (1978)

Hollowodd (1979)
Cope (1978, 1981b)
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Focus on the Environment
Environmental scanning. Until the mid-1970 nearly 'all administrative
and organizational theorists focused upon salialyzing ,internal %ariables
costs per credit hour, salary differentials by rank, use of facilities, projected
costs, and soon. More recently, how e% , institutional informal ion systems
are attempting to monitor % arious aspects of their environment as the
institutions recognize that increased rates of change and indeed turbulent
env iromnents are critical to w hat happens to those internal %ariables Just
what dominam ariables need to be monitored is still debatable, but it
is dear that environmental scanning helps an institution make `decisions.

about where to position resources so that it can benefit from trends, and,
when used with marketing, have an ad% antage o%er the competition.

A commonly used general model for considering an institution's total
env ironment has four dimensions. economic, social, technological, and-

1 increasingly' importantpolitical (see Figure 2). Because public policy
tends to change slowly and grows through the accumulation of indi%idUal
e% ents. an institution (through the office of institutional research,perhaps)
might begin monitoring its env ironmeut simply by tracking carefully the
new ideas that appear in the literature of higher education, keeping a
careful record of those that seem to de% clop a following,. For example, the
reports of certain foundations, public statements of elected go.ernment
officials, agency heads, and opinion leaders; budget requests of key leg-
islathe committees, de% elopments in Lei tali' states and countries (Cali-
forniarFlunda,_Washington,ColoradorConnet is in, and Sweden) that tend
to be harbingers of change; court decisions, particularly in the Supreme
Court, publications such as the Chronicle of Higher Education, Business
Tomorrow, The Futurist, Change Magazine, Telescan, and the London Times
Ilighei Education Supplemem, and addresses at national conferences are
all important sources of information ssbout future trends An institution
might want to categorize its literature es iew s as does Ethic a t lona! Ad-

rismu um Abstracts:

Automation, science. technology
Economic development
Government relations
Human resources
International relations
Minority-group relations
Population changes
Social-class sti ucture and mobility
Urban and metropolitan affairs
Values .

The t% pes of inhalation that must be scanned are the results of sub-
stantial forces affecting the environment. They include.

the emerging dominance of electronic idol mat ion processing sys-
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Figure 2: Conceptail Representation of Environmental Cross-Impacts
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tents from video games to cJmprehensive systems in banks. schools.
hospitals. even grocery store cheek-gut stands

the integration of information sy skims with production sy stems. dra-
matically changing the technical skills needed in factories

the development of the automated office with microfiche, facsimile
transmission, message routing by computer, and so all possibly
furthering the stay-at-home office and the portable office

the further horoduct ion of advanced technologies such as % ideo discs
into education (Jamison and Warren 19E0).

Scanning the 360° horizon for these kinds of information is likely to reveal
a number of ill-defined "blips." But systematic monitoring of eacli blip
will provide early warning of possible missiles as well as possible oppor-
tunities. social problems requiring action (e.g., disruptions (n family life).
major areas of community agitation (e.g.. transport), major areas of sci-
entific breakthrough (e.g.. mini-computers). major areas of emerging so-
cial needs (e.g.. aids for the elderly), major new opportunities in general
(e.g.. productivity ), major areas fo'r spending (e.g.. 'energy alternatives),
major educational opportunities (e.g., retraining). The point is that stra-
tegic planning requires continuous and comprehenshe en% ironmental
scanning.

An institution can perform the task itself, or a group of institutions
can Lopperate. Probably the best example of cooperati% e. continuous nion-
itoring is in the insurance industry. The Institute of Life Insurance in 1970
established a trend analysis program that monitors publications on the
theory that ideas appeal in print well before they start to produce changes
in society. Inds idual insurance companies are assigned different publi-
cations to monitor for evidence of trends. The monitoring companies re-
port regular ly to the Institute, %%ilia synthesizes and shares the obser% at ions

To apply the concept to higher education. cooperating institutions could
mohltor information, with a single institution responsible for summariz-
ing the observations. say. twice a year. A national association eciuld pro-
% ide the sane ser% ice. The American Association for higher Education's
Centel-for Learning and Telecommunications produces the bimonthly Te-
/escan,digest. which tracks de% elopments and monitors the literature in
telecommunications and higher education. That digest is clearly an en-
vironmental scanning service.

The most carefully worked out. still fledgling scheme for assessing
future trend. related to higher education has been worked out by the
Resource Centel for Planned Change of the American Association of State
Colleges and Um% ersities. A foul -sided. cross- impact paradigm not unlike
that in Figure 2 (the same principles apply) integrates national trends,
local trends, '.clues, and institutional sectors. (Institutional sectors refer
to curricula, faculty, students, public service. and so on.) This is planning
barred upon the perspeL ti% e of the decade ahead, or, as it is called, "plan-
ning from the future for the future" (Alm, Buhler-Miko, and Smith 1978.
Buhler-Miko 1981). While this information scheme is useful for examining
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p- able future trends, the steps to formulate concrete strategic responses
within the institution may need further testing.

An institution must work out its own categories for environmental
scannir4 For example, a women's liberal arts, church-related college might
specify the need to examine changes occurring -in .the areas of energy,
social-cultural interaction, genetic engineering, geopolitics, and demog-
raphy. In turn, each area would be related to the specific religious com-
munity and to the specific church as well as to the usual concerns of any
liberal arts college.

Knowing the difficulties inherent in forecasting population, sme can
guess that forecasting changes in socioeconomic, political, technological,
or any other environment (no matter how well defined) can hardly be
called an exact science. The information, once gathered, can be displayed
in several forms to make it more useful, however. Two of the most useful
techniques for higher education arc probability-diffusion matrices and
value profiles.

The probability-diffusion matrix. To predict developments over decades,'
it is useful to thilik of degrees of relative probability rather than of cer-
tainty or inevitability', for in the final analysis the assignment of a prob-
ability to a trend or future pat tern of related events is a matte? of judgment,
albeit one based on weighing known data and cross - checking ith expert
opinion. Part, if not all, expert opinion can be supplied by the faculty on
most campuses, as they are experts in their chosen field's.

Cross checking can be made more exacting by developing a probability
diffusion matrix (sec Figure 3), in which predictions are stated along a
probability axis so that their relative positions can be made apparent.
Each prediction, once plotted, serves as the basis for asking "What if?"
thus preparing the institution to think about contingencies. ;

it is also useful to assess the probable diffusion of a trend or pattern
of events as it affects different populations the college serves. The same
trends may ha% e different impacts or no impact on different programs 01
different segments of the population the college serves. For example, a
state fiscal crisis may wipe out an evening program with little effect on
the day program. By plotting predictions alone a diffusion axis, one makes
explicit in more coordinated fashion the probability of particulal cents.
The college can then choose to plan for some events (30-hour weeks) and
not others (volcano eruptions).

When these two axes are combined, as shown in Figure 3, the user
should gain a greater appreciation for interactive effects and internal
consistency. For crimple, one college Might see ways to capitalize on the
relatively high probability of fresh-water crises, regional conflicts, and
more government-business partnerships, while another capitalizes upon
ways to link ,:nergy shortfalls and less traditional education. Each insti-
tution determines what is right in its given circumstances.

A variation of the cross-impact matrix that allows links directly to an
institution's strategic emphasis is force-field analysis (sec Figure 4), in
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Figurf 3: Probability/Diffusion Matrix for Events and Trends Occurring in the United States and World by 1990
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Figure 4; Force-Field Analysis
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which the institution identifies pressures (force) and links them to its
planned responses. For example, a community college's planning team
recommends four strategic emphases. (1) develop satellite centers, (2) change
stuient recruiting to emphasize a more heterogeneous mix, (3) start an
in-house faculty redevelopment program,and (4) expand the lifelong learning
programs. These emphases responded to certain "forces," as illustrated
in the left margin of Figure 4. For example, the growing percentage of
tenured faculty suggests the importance of a faculty development pro-
gram, which in turn responds to projections of declining state revenues
and pressureS for even greater accountability.

Value profiles. A second device for displaying anticipated changes is the
value profile (see Figure 5), which seeks to illustrate changes in sociopOl-
itical value systems. Like the other approaches, this device should be
viewed not as a precise measurement but merely, as one more way tc
consider changes in the environment. The contrasting value dimensions
on opposite ends of the chart (enhancement of one value suggests dimi-
nution of -the other) tend to .shift as each new generation responds to
.changing conditions with shifting attitudes. The changes should illustrate
the value changes most likely to occur among the segments of the popu-
lation each college serves or might serve.

This chart emphasizes value changes likely to occur in the segment of
the population higher education had traditionally servedyounger men
and women coming from homes where there has been a tradition of higher
education, of moderate affluence, and of commitment to new directions
These men and women might be considered the trend setters, the hai bin-
gers of change among other segments of the population.

The chart shows two value profilespresent and near future. Tile pres-
ent hilt' represents the approximate balance stuCk by these trend setters
in 1980, the future line represents the approximate balance expected in
1990. The approximate location of these balance points can be determined
through a combination of sun ey research (using, for example, Liken Sulk; 1
and the Delphi Technique (using a panel of experts).

While env ironmental scans help institutions decide where to position
resourcesand are related to marketinga more specific marketing tech-
rogue is necessary for fully appreciating the en As the CS

are placed in a competitive marketplace, the place of competing institu-
tions must be assessed as well.

Marketing. Unfortunately, many in academe confuse the terms sales pro-
motion, public relations, and marketing. Though related they are not the
sainu. Marketing cannot attract students for long to offering, of poor qual-
ity. Marketing Lan, however, help to identify approt.riate clientele, pro-
mote programs to that clientele, determine how to deli% ci programs, and
evaluate the effectiveness of program offerings. 0

Marketing, as part of strategic planning, is intended to assist institu-
tions in choosing the best match between what they can oiler and the
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Figure 5:JEstimating Value-System Changes, 1980-1990
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needs of their constituents. Discussions of a marketing approach to prod-
uct design and offering are mailable in numerous writings (Graff I981b;
Ireland et al. 1979-81; Kotler 1977; Keini. 1981). This discussion focuses
on fOur examples of marketing's influenLe on an institution's strategic
position.

The Pacific Northwest. A study of 12 public and private colleges and uni-
versities in the Pacific Northwest demonstrates the concept of multidi-
mensional scaling rather well (Leister 1975). The institutions included
three public four-year schools, three community colleges, four private four-
year schools, one high school with an actiL eLocational-iechnical program,
and one urban priL ate secretarial-bookkeeping school. They are significant
Lompetitors, pros idling the range of educational offerings to potential stu-
dents in the Puget Sound region.

The marketplace of each institution was found by asking samples of
people-to tell their perception of each institution for six dimensions cost,
nearnesS', size, safety, quality, and offerings. Through the statistical tech-
nique of multidimensional scaling, it is possible to construct aggregate
multidimensional rwrceptual maps, a form of which is shown in Figure
6. Leister interpreted the figure as follows:

The Universe} 01 Washington hs viewed &sulkily from the other insti-
tutions, but is closest to the other four-year state colleges. The four private,
four-year schools are perceived to be it; close proximity of one another,
as are the three commumt), colleges Al me fa, left of the figure are found
the vocational-technical school and the secretarial-bookkeeping ic'hool.. ,

[T]he figure demonstrates the Aide perceptual differences that exist anumg
institutions and types (publiciPrivate academic level) of institutions in
competition ii 'nth each other Jar tlw educational dollar in Western Wash-
ington. Fur example, psychological distance is greatest between the Uni-
versity 01 Washington (the largest single-ampus university on the West
Coast, with some 35,000 students) and the vocational technical school.
Uumy significant perceptual discriminations appeal to exist between and
among the twelve institutions. The careful obsetTer utll note even signif-
icant &summons between institutions in the same general class, for ex-
ample, among finir-)ear pubbc schools and among four- year private schools
For e.tampk, the educational innovativeness of Evergreen Suite College
(an open-concept school where students "contract" with facility members
for mutt tiltialized Lout ses of instnic non) appears to have been recognized
by the distinctive poson it holds in the perceptual space (p. 391).

Multidimensional sLalings truth joint -space maps summarize a great
deal of-n1 0t mat ion that Lan be used in formulating strategy. clients' curl-
LLA ns die !demi ied, die market position of competing institutions can be

L.,timated, the impui tam laLtors-in determining position un the map are
IA ought out, and the seleLtiun of a new position relatiy_e to the competition
Lan be L isualized. Mese s eLtor maps "Lan be used ac-s-pringboird!. for
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Figure 6: Joint-Space Map of Institutional Market
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imagination regarding possible strategy alternatives ...- (Leistet 1975, p.
397).

Boston University. Boston University undoubtedly has one of the most
difficult strategic positions in the country. It demonstrates what at least
private college presidents know all too well. Institutions must compete
successfully to live.,

Concentrated in'the Boston metropolitan area are nearly 60 colleges
and universities, nearly 50 of which are private. About 80 percent of the
college attendance in the area is in the private sector. Boston University,
a major private institution (in terms of both overall size and the sizes of
constituent colleges), lies in the middle of America's most college-intensiv e
urban environment. North, across the Charles River, are the spires of
nary and and MIT, to the south is a f iv esquare-milc plot v irtually carpeted
with_community colleges, a state college, several private liberal arts col-
leges, business schools, and technical institutes.
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Boston College is the quality institution for Boston's large Irish and
Catholic populations. Brandeis is the impressive, richly intellectual, Jew-
ish-sponsored liberal arts university. Northeastern University, the largest
private institution in the counti.P, sprawling and scattered over the Back
Bay, dominates higher education's vocational-technical offerings. Tufts
University is a smaller version of Boston University with an image of better
qu;lity, having its on coordinate college for women. And finally, there
is a public newcomer, the University of Massachusztts at Boston, with a
tuition level about one-fourth.that of Boston University.

Boston University operates one of three. independent medic?l schools
in greater Boston, and the University of Massachusetts has started a fourth
medical school in Worcestera reminder that not only do institutions
compete but their constituent units must compete as well for students
and funds.

With all this competition, it seems that Boston University's strategy
must be to continue to attract a growing proportion of its regular day
students from out of state, already it targets many of its summer offerings
to attract adults from other eastern and midwestern urban settings. This
approach illustrates the positioning of resources to acquire resources.

Rensselaer Pulped:nu; Institute. Two parts of Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute's (RPI) current strategy illustrate positioning in two environ-
mentsgeographical and technicalto expand its marketing flexibility.
RPI has chosen three specific urban locations not in the northeast' for
intensive recruitment of students. These locations have significant num-
bers of alumni and major industries that use technologies taught at RPI,
In addition, recognizing that the computer will be the bask tool of both
researcher and engineer, RPI has greatly enhanced its computer capacity
in all areas to aid in research and as a service to local industry. These
strategic decisions plate RN in more direct competition with research-

" oriented graduate schools of engineering.

A College of Education. It is not necessary to think of other colleges amid

universities as the only competitors. An example of strategic thinking
about a school of education's place in a large university illustrates how a
shifting sense of purpose changes the emphasis gheh to intrainstitutionzil
relationships. James Doi, dean of education at the University of Wasl,
ington, presented a perspective of education that int-hides three stages of
orientation: first as a profession, training the teacher; then as a social
science, drawing more on traditional concepts of the, various social sci-
ences; and third as human development, serving lifelong processes and
drawing on the biological as well as the social sciences. Figure 7 shows
how a school of education's changing intra- and interorganiiational re-
lationships might initially be shaped by ideas in each of these three stages
of development.

0

Environmental scanning, including an assessment of competing insti-
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Figure"7:Developing Orientations of a College of Education
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tutons, when employed as part of a planning process, offers interrelated
benefits. help in identify ing crucial issues, aid in formulating goals, an
increased appreciation among operating units for how other units interact
with each other and with then shared em ironment, and an enhanced sty le
of thinking that becomes more open to opportunities. Some obvious im-
pactsas irhportant as they are easily overlookedinclude better com-
munication and greater focus,.on direction.

Eventual success in planning strategically will depend first on an in-
stitution's capability.to assess the social, the economic, the technological,
and the political landscapes. And it will depend upon a capacity to deal
with constituencies and officials outside the institution. For public insti-
tutions in particular, it w ill depend upon higher education's ability to
obtain helpful legislation and to generate posItive public opinion. Eventual
success or failure now diiPends on a greater capacity to understand and
manage the environment. As Edna St. Vincent Millay said, "There are no
islands any more."

Focus on the Institution
Review of missions and programs. Mission is a primary institutional driv-
ing force and the element rev iewed first in nearly every process of strategic
planning.* The sense of the institution's mission serves to state what the
institution believes es in, %%hat its major guidelines are. and in cv hat direction
it is moving. A statement of mission should report what the institution
has been (its heritage), what it shall become (its destiny ), and what it does
nor believe itself to be. Too often mission statements are too general,
intended to be inspirational, set a "tone," or usually by a department,
seek to ear n a position as "one of the ten most respected . ." None pro% ides
any specific guides for action by staff members.

An effectice mission statement should include the follow ing nine ele-
ments:

a sense of heritage
a statement of fundamental impose
a declaration of emphasis on. teaching in research or ser% ice, grad-

uate or undergraduate programs, liberal arts of %mammal programs,
traditional or nontraditional programs

a statement of educational philosophy
a statement of the ranee of disciplinary afro ings
a position to serve certain constituencies
a position on community service obligations
a-statement on management and governance
an obser% ation on the geographic zones of commitment

Ihis section on it ki.S. of 11111110111 and piogiams benefits gietult horn dialt dot
unients and diseussi Jns .ti the NatIonal (Lim: tut higher Edueatioi. Management
St steins. Robot Baialt, Kent Calutheis, Douglas Collie'. and Robei t Slink.. all
contributed to this section
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IS. .
Probably most important, the mission statement should also say what is
and what is to be included in five areas: basic philosophy and values,
goals and Objectives, clientele, program mix, and geographic service area.

Perhaps the most pointed question that should be..asked is, For whom
does the college or department exist? To whom, besides the. faculty and
staff, wot.ld it make a difference if the college or department ceased to
exist? These pointed questions are also linked to, program review.

It is somewhat difficult to define "program." Often a program is simply
an academic department, but it could also be part of a department or
could cut across organizational lines. Several criteria trill help decide
Which units constitute program:

I. The program must have its own mission, largely distinctive, quite
independent of the missions of other progrzpits.
2 The program must be able to compete in the extei nal env nonment
for students, faculty, and funds.
3 The program must have a large measure of operational indepen-
dence and therefore be able to make discretionary purchases, schedule
the work d the program (classes, teaching, leaves), and be able .to
create, within appropriate guidelines, new "procructs," i.e., new cur-
ricular offerings, new research programs, new- forms of public- service:

Other considerations include the necessity to be self-sustaining ( therefore
size is important), to hate separable costs and revenues, to be able to
accomplish its own integrated planning in relation to its constituencies,
markets, facilities, staff deployment, and cm ganitatiumil arrangements,
relatively independently of other progias.

Colleges and unit ersities hacc r,:ciewed programs to ensure nummum
standards of quality These reviews are typically carried out regularly.
eve') fire or ten years, and customr ily are conducted by a team ul faculty
from odic' departments w ith a cissung team of respected faculty ecalu-
ators in the same field. They are essentially sc II-assessments of compe-
tency.

Tla: focus of strategic platinum-, asks some of the saint questions Amu
competency yet goes fartlt to a4c whether tne prow ma has any distinc-,
the competencies that can be buit. upon, the strategic focus also places
more weight on the fit of the program w imh other programs that are in
keepimg with the mission. Question, about distinetice corm, :licks force
an examination of programs outside the institution (the compent.,,n), and
questions about fit lequil e c iews across the campus (possible collabn a tic e.
arrangements), thus program review as part of strategic ptammi,, seeks
an integrated inside/outside look at strengths and weaknesses.

Strategic planning requires that only four y ambles be examined when
program reviews ale linked to budgets. quality, centrality, comparance
advantage, and demand (Cope 1981b). The four variables arc based d-
rectly upon the requirements for program review of the Committee on
Program Evaluation of the University of Illinois (C.O.P.F.. 1973) and ac-
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commodate the guidelines lot proiram re. iew of fells (1980), Melcliiori
(1981), and Miller (1979).

Quality consists of the usual eyaluations of performance in teaching,
research, and sen ice, as we'll as an assessment of the quality of students,
measured both upon entry and by their performance aftercompletion of

a program of study:
Centrality is perhaps the most important variable, because it nieasures

the extent to which the program is central to the objectives and role of
the institution. For example. the liberal arts are central because of their
supportive relationship to other programs even in an otherwise research-
oriented unkersity. . Similarly. accounting is central to a business school.

and curriculum studies are central in a school of education. The services
pro% ided by any program are another measure of its centrality. Service
may consist of assistance to other academic units on campus, to admin-
istrative units, and to public agenciFs. (The appendix contains a test for

centrality.)
Comparative aiiimnage is an assessment of the location, size, and num-

bel of such programs in a metropolitan district, state, region, or nation
It is also based upon a distinctiY e approach or upon a unique tfinnographic,
industrial, geographic, or cultural attribute of the area served.

Demand is an assessment of the number of students apply ing for ad-

mission as well as an assessment of the credit genesatetl elsewhere from
the program's own students. This yariable recognizes wheth r short-term
or long-term demands are growing, stable, or decreasing.

An examination of these foul yariables should lead to two largely sep-

arate decisions (see Table 4). Thefirst in (Ayes the continuation of the
program, either as is or in a-modified fount; the second involves futon:
funding. The military consideration in the decision to continue a program

is its centrality , i eferi ing to the range of ac by ities that must be represented

in some degree at the institution. Program A, for example, represents the
best of all possible worlds. high quality, high centrality. a clear compar-

ative advantage, and high demand. This program should not only continue
but should also recelY e grime' -than-ay erage budget allotments The anal-
ysis of hypothetical Program t1 suggests the importance of centrality Ey en
with low quality, because of the program's high centralitY it must have

estments for improy ements regardless of comparatiye advantage or
demand. Centrality is the dominant yariabk. because It relates to the
essence of the institution's purpose. Program i illustrates a high quality
program with high demand but of marginal importance to the institution's
mission. The ['Iowan! might be reorganized to increase its centrality and
maintained a: an aYerage ley tA of budget allocations because competing

programs are certain to develop.
The hard decision in program reyiew is determining what programs

should be eliminated, a question that looms larger in the 1980s, When the

focus is on strategic planning, howeter, the decision becomes somewhat

easier. The impcmant questions are less about satisfactory program per-
formance and more about future fit. The key questions become, How im-
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Table -4:_A Decision Table for Reviewing Programs

Program

A

B

C 1

D

E

F

G

H

X

Z

Institutional View

Decision on Comparative
Quality Centrality Continuation Advantage

Moderate Moderate Discontinue
yegardless of

Low Low comparative
advantage or
demand

Strategic View

Demand
Decision on

Budget

High High Yes , Clear High Invest more
Hith High Yes Clear Moderate Maintain
High High Yes Clear Low Maintain
High High Yes Some High Invest more
High High Yes Little High ' Maintain
High High Yes Little Moderate Maintain
High High Yes Little Low Reduce
Low High Yes None Low Invest to

....I High Low Reorganise Little High improve
Maintain

Adapted from Robert Cope, A Shared tianagemem tiodel for Program Eli:ha:Iwo Gong d, Stralega Planning Concept 1Seat tle. University
of Washington, February 1981).



portant is this program to the mission of the institution? and I low important

is it to your progLin?
Perhaps the most comprehenske and useful set of criteria already

widely used in program re% iew Lame out of the experience of the State
University of Nets York at Buffalo, during the mid-1970s, when the campus

had to drop programs after a series of s e ere budget cuts. The Academic

Planning Commit tee, guided by statements of mission, established quality,
need, and promise as three criteria for determining priorities. These three
criteria were supported by seven other, more detailed criteria:

1. need for the program. student demand (taking into 'account pro
grams in which certain courses ate required and programs in which
this is not the case), graduate employability, importance for this cam-
pus's profile, importance for SUNY's profile, the support it provides

to other programs
2. type of clientele serYed: minorities and women (especially at the
graduate le%el), preprofessional, professional, general education, con-

tinuing education
3. quality of program. external eLaluations (including accreditation
ratings), student quality (particularly at the grOuate-professional level),
faculty quail k (including indk idttal and tfyil'all productk itv, creativ-

ity, or innovation)
4. p ,bItc ser%tLe acuities related to program mission: professional

association activities of major isibility , consult-talon with public and
business firms, public lecturing, and so on
5. parttLipation in multidisLiplinan progranis: unit participation in
or affiliation with colleges, centers, and institutes on this or other
campuses
6. program efficient.% . prograin profile data. as described, tinny essary
course offerings, akiny of program to monitor and e% Amite its own

activities
7. resource needs. requirements to maintain or bring the program
more in line with priorities given to it 1979).

Other ma lot elfin is to ic%tem. academic programs are at the University

of Illinois (C.O.P.L. 1973 and Lowwiling reports) and at Ohio State Uni-
versity (Arns and Poland 1980).

A plan emerging from such.re% kw!, to be "strategic," must identify

i;ollaborators ithin the campus and describe the nature of the collabo-

ration (s net p ). It must Lleark define the position of competing programs
(outside the institution and sometimes w it Inn) and Indicate how that com-

petition :Awn take place. It must ask. What clients will fund research'
What relationship %%ill exist between instruction and public set.% ice' What

long-term Issues of publ it. interest w ill be influenced' What special Mort,

to attract appropriate students w be undertaken' Ouestions such as
these shift the focus of program re% iew from simply an assessment of
academic qualm to an ot erall aluation more consistent %till) giving the
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program a recognized place in its two environments inside and outside
the institution. This process is strategic ekluation,

Cognitive and group skills. Making strategic decisions calls upon panic-
ular mental and group process skills. The,approaches to strategic thinking
range along a continuum from formal and quite analytical to nonanal-
ytical, from very analytic to intuitive (Cleveland`1981). They complement
each other:

In a fin:daft:mud sense, formal planning is an effort to it plicate intuitive
planning. But formal planning cannot be really elf etive unless managers
at all levels inject their judgments mil intuition into the planning process
(Steiner and Miner 1977, p. 15W.

I The conceptual ability stressed in strategic planningespecially, for
institutionsnstitutions with multiple goals and many constituencies using unclear
technologies, often in highly complex, politicized environmentsmust be,
.to a considerable extent, holistic, intuitive, and gestalt, because the mind
must sort and weigh so many broad, intertwined variables simultaneously.
The nee 1 for fresh insights demands that mental processes be creative. It
is puss to structure group processes to enhance creativity and to in-
ere' the probability of the broadest conceptual thinking, freeing the
mind from habitual lutions (Prince 1972; de Bono 1975; Ackoff 1978;
Cope 1978, 1980;Buhler-Miko 1981). ...

Stra,..gic planning, then, integrates not only an ,institution and its
wenial environment but also analytic with intuitive mental processes. In
keeping with an idealized learning community, it should also pi ovide for
participative group processes that contribute to the quality of an insti-
tution's interim/ environment.

By participating in the platting process, facility a ird admtrLstratrve wants
gain a much clearer runkr.standing of their institution. They know a great
deal more about the present as well as the future slams of the plum, the
hidden ralu,s and purposes of each sector of the institution, the kinds o/
students they hare, and the forces at work for and against the college
(Buhkr-Miko 1981, p. 38).

Participation and freer thinking are enhanced by introducing "impos-
sible" ideas into problem solving and planning. For example, it the matter
is about how community education courses can be made more efficient,
a planner might 'suggest the "impossible": All.services must be offered by
an agency other than the college. Fresh ideas are stimulated, The idea is
to introduce outrageous possibilities to stimulate productive, innovative
possibilitiiis. Anything is a possible stimulant. Keep the unthinkable re-
lated to planning in the institution's environment. Sell half the academic
programs to the locale's largest employer; open so en new campuses nest
year; take over a small college three states away; and so on.
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Another way to enhance creative problem solving is to use a random
concept to spark new associations. Asking, How can community education
services be offered mote efficiently?, a group might operi a thesaurus at
random and find, say, the word "Lour age.- They would find such sy nohyms
as bravery, valor, intrepidity, dash, self-reliance, spunk, and bold stroke,
aud such adjecm es as heart-of-oak, intrepid, plucky, audacious, and spir-
ited. Dash? Could adyert;sing be changed to have more dal and thus
attract more attention?. Spirited? Could an effoit be made to offer more
spirited instruction, to adults who hate worked all day ? Self-reliance?
Could commumi% education emphasize courses on chance?

The strategic planning team will need all the writing space that can
be pros idedpads, chalkboards, flip charts, butcher paper. This also sug-
gests the importance of the meeting place. The room itself should be in a
neuti al setting, away from the trappings of central administration, faculty ,

ui tudent life. The participants should sit at a- round, rather than a square
ui rectangular, table. Ey cry thing possible should be done to create 'an
aimospherc free of pressures leading to conformity Individuals should be
tree to experiment. to build on each others' ideas, and to be wrong.

The new Ideas need to be examined further (Moore 1975). At seycial
colleges. new ideas generated by group processes are effectively- carried
toward implementation by advocacy task teams appointed by campus
presidents. A boitom-up plucess must have a method of implementation
at the top, where the president plays a kev role. "The president is the
formal, full-tune link betyyeen campus and society- (Milieu 1978. p 268),
and may be considered the ultimate "architect of strategy (Cope 1978,

p. 6).

Integration of Envii.onment and Institution
Measures of effectiveness. Druckc: (1974) urged attention to organiza-
tional effectiveness rather than to cfficjency . Doing the right thing is more
important than doing things right. The question for colleges and uniy er-

sit ies is, What right things shall the strategic efforts emphasize') those in
higher education hay e attempted to answei this question primalilt through
program re% ley% . Program rev few asks, What is done well?, but it focuses
almost exclusively on the internal. The emphasis is on the quality of degree
progiams determined by assessing him good the teaching is, how much
evidence there is of scholarly moductiy it% nd how much set.% ice is pi o-
yided. Eficcuyeness in higher education, in keeping with strategic plan
lung, iequit es mole balancebalance between external evidence of

fectiveness and internal evidence of performance.
Cameron (1978, 1981) has most systemathalfy reviewed measures of

effectueness and has twice tested little dimensvnis for construct alidity
student educational satisfaction, student academic development, student
career development, student Pei sonal development, faculty and admin-
'sumor employ ment satisfaction, pi ofessional development and qualit:
of the faculty, system openness and community interaction, ability to
acqune resources, and organizational health Some of these dimensions
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^ are more clearly internalthus less strategic, others are clearly external
thus .-/rategic Eventually his research should help institutions identify
the major variables ensuring effectiveness, in the sense of their capacity
to ensure the fullfillment of mission. Sonic of those majot dimensions may
be internal, others external, some a combination.

The earlier effort of the Educational Testing Service to determine what
accounts for institutional vitality, resulting in the development of the
Institutional Functioning Inventory (IFI), also provides guidelines foi de-
termining effectiveness (Peterson, et al. 1970). The 1 1 IFI dimensions are.

1 intellectual-aesth, dc extracurricular: the extent to which activities
and opportunities for intellectual and aesthetic stimulation are avail-
able outside the classroom
2. freedom: the extent of academic freedom for faculty and students
as well as freedom in their personal' lives for all individuals in the
campus community
3. human diversity: the degree to which the faculty and student body
arc heterogeneous in their backgrounds and present attitudes
4. concern r improvement of society: the desire among people at the
institution to apply their knowledge and skills in solving social prob-
lems and prompting social change in America
D,concetufr undergraduate learning. the degree to which the college
in its structure,filirction_iind professional commitment of lacultv
emizes undergraduate teachilfrandlearning
6. dentociaTic governance. the extent to %cinch Individuals Ali the cam-
pus community who are by a decision ha% tithe op-

.. portunity to participate in making theCnsion
7. meeting local needs: the extent to which the institution emphasizes_
providing educational and cultural opportunities foi all adults in the
surrounding communities
8. self-Minty and *toting. the importance college leaders attach to
continuous long-range planning for the total institution and to insti-
tutional research needed in formulating aro revising plans
Q concern for advancing knottledge: the degtee to which the institu-
tion in its structure, function, and professional commitment of fac-
ultyemphasizes research and scholarship aimed at extending the
scope of human knowledge
I0 concern lor innovation. the strength of institutional commitment-
to experimentation with new ideas for educational practice
1 1 institutional esprit. the level of morale and sense of shared purposes
among faculty and administrators.

Comparing Cameron's and Peterson's dimensions shows little obvious
relationship, illustiaKng at least the lack of conceptUal claim among
measures of institutional effectiveness or , inure importantly, how-
ever, it reveals that the underlying assumptions might be quite drlletent.
Cameron starts with concepts of the functioning organization, while
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Peterson starts with Ideas about what colleges should be. Peterson's in-
tentory is not so nmeh of functions or eten characteristics that provide
for effeetiteness m acquiring resources (the ultimate test of survit al) but
is rat het a list of expressions of time-honored %aloes. freedom, human
diversity, democratic governance, and so on.

A third effort is attempting to link significant organizational, geopo-
litical, and marketing elements to a Darwinistie conceptualisation (Cope
19810. Six elements are proposed. Three, pro% ide competitive advantage,
three adaptability. To provide competitive 'advantage, effective institu-
tions must hat e productive centers of distinctite strength with'internal
and external links, pi% otal locations (geographic, technological, and alue
oriented), and quality programs. To pro% ide adaptive capacity, effective
institutions must hate permeable boundaries related to segmented mar-
kets, a preponderance of staff employed in adaptive substructures, and
executive-level encouragement to develop new programs.

As Table 5 illustrates, comparison of these six elements with elements
in set eral other studies of effc tit eness strongly suggests three elements
that arc needed for an effective institution. quality programs, executive
enetnnagement, and centers tt ith links. The reader is cautioned, howet er,
that the analysis is tentatite and speculatite, intended more to stimulate
the imagination than to prose anything" (Cope 1981c, p. 4). This is an
attempt, how et er, to find fundamental and simplified objeetit es for the
formulation of strategy.

A fourth project measuring effeetiteness is underway under the direc-
tion of the American Couned on Education's Higher Education Manage-
ment Institute (ACE HEW). Its long-term program of researe h on manager ial
functioning and elfeetit cites:, in higher education has so fin resulted in a
ret let% of the literature (HEMI 1981). Subsequent ieseareh is expected to
yield a model for measuring effectiveness.

While the existing literature on effectiveness of institutions is still fol-
matit e, it 110 el theleSS is important because it mot ides both direction
and measurement Lin eetion toward what trategit. management should

,einpnasize aim-measurement of .outcomes.

The requirements for strategic planning. To ,tettially plan so ategieally ,
the institution must hat e a system, a plan -fot planning. Adtoeates of
sti ategie planning air ange the steps in the process dillerendt, but the
basic elements remain the same:

I ices less the mission, tole, and seope of the institution. college, de-
mo totem.
2. Gather data on the internal operations, espee wily then so engths
and weaknesses
3. (.alter data tin the external en% n on mem, espet 'all% threats and
opportunities
4. N1ateh the mission with the strengths m %tat s that capital we on the
°ppm tuna ie. to de clop al teman 1011111.11M1011S of '41 pOill
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Table 3: Agreement of Dimensions across Studies of Effectiveness

Characteristics of Natural Systems

Competitive Advantage Adaptive Capacity

Centers Pivotal Permeable Adaptive Executive
with Links Locations Programs Boundaries Substructures Encouragement

Mott C.O.P.E. Peters Peters Mott Peters
Peters C.O.P.E. Cameron Peterson Park
C.O.P.E, Cameron Park Cameron
Park ' Park Ouchi I Peterson*

Ouchi Ouchi

-In Mkt sun', xut k. both tuLLting lut..tl multi" and "...onLLitt lot intanatton app,...tt to ILs,tobIL %..uuuu.y:ctu.ni Of nor
products.

tr.ti
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5. Chuuse from among the alto nat'i% es those strategies that are con-
sistent with the Institution's values, economical l) justifiable. politi-
Lan) at tamable, and consistent with seeing important social needs.

It must be obsencd-that sit a t-egie planning dues not require much, if
an), significant change in that colleges and um ersities du already. Most
techniques are al read) in use at most institutions. Em irunments are scanned.
programs ztre reviewed, budgets are linked to future intentions, group
come together to make deetsions, effectiveness is sought along with the
efficient use of resources, markets are studied, and so un. With strategic
planning, the use of teehniques, the terms applied, and the data sought
might be somewhat different, but the are es,entiall) the same as in
current practice.

What is different then? Consolidation of programs is more important.
Clear I% identik mg the links among programs is more important. Never
directions arc gi en greater attention. Identifying competing institutions
and figuring out how to allow each an appropriate niche is part of the
and 1)sis. One major difference is that the skills and techniques discussed
in this section enironmental seaitning, marketing, re% of missions
and programs, eognifixe skills, measures of effeeti%eness, and tvquit-e-
merits for strategic planning are emphasized in the process. And those
emphases shift. as illustrated in Table I. Mute attention is green to the
eat irunment and to what Marchese calls th -three Hun of trael-:

The /e/ei.m/ discipline- Ls In.siwy. You ask, whin were tie like five years
ago. and it hat a, e like todio? II that direc non of navel woe maintained,
what would we look like live _years from now? Do we want 10 look like
that' IIf nut, what unervennons Lan we institute now :+c, that jive years
hence look like it hat ive Clouse to look hke? Along the trot , one might
look ancit at the ma,s,s of data acLUMIllatC(1 uu inSithal011(11 ShelVe-S, data
about Iota:ice, stulett chunk tenstic.s, curruula, ehake, lac ult% corn-
pu,sinun, energ% conmunption, whateve,. nu. idea
take what von have and think imaginatively about nr (1981, p.

Octet mining direetion(s) of time!, then, results from a process not
unlike present planning. Gwen the financial climate that is likele to be
present for the I mamdet of the Lemur , how tnei , a process of muddling
through (Lindblom 1959) no longer seems warranted.

While colleges and unaersitle.;, %%, ill plan in different wa)s. certain
elements in the process are essential. that the application be multile%el;
that actual deeision making be a brief process, that suategie plans be
differentiated aeeol ding to function. first. the process must be applied un
at least the cc let els (I) the institutional le% el, es hei e the primal) emphasis
is on how to !elate total institutional resources tb the needs of suelet).
(2) the coordinating let el (a college or a department, fen example), w !tete
the pi num) emphasis is on the cool dination among depaitments (oi col-
lege~), and (3) the program let el, where the delner) of lush-mum, re-
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search, and ser% ice takes place and %%here the primar> emphasis is upon
creating and delivering quality "products" (Cope 1981b, Mil lett 1978).

A fourth level of strategy is also possible. the lecel of implementation.
What strziteg> c% ill attract .a target chi:rude? What changes in cw riculum
are necessar> ? What redistribution of funds is appropriate? (Shirle> 1981a)

"Bottoms up" planning involves the staff as "directions of tracer are
evaluated (Marchese 1981; Cope 1980).

Instead of a "top clout" one mtght constder a "bottom up'. approach:
that is, evolytng mis.sion'goals .statements /Toro a careful readmg of what
people and organizattonal touts believe and do. ETS's 1 tt.stitutional Goals
Inventory helps with Much an approach. Another approach, more apt fw
the large uttiver.stt, entails hatIng each organtzattottal tint! (the School
of Public Health, the College of Education, etc.) develop a tntssunt state-
ment, rattottaltztng them, then ustng these as data lot a compostte state-
ment for the msttnittott as a whole. A l'artant on this approach m'ould
ett-tatl startmg nut walt eAtstmg organtzattonal touts but nub orgatuza-
nottal fimcnons finstruc nun, research, publp... sen.tce, acadetntc support,
student semces, and institutunt support ate the sa "functunts, for
ample, in the NCI1EMS program classilicatton structure).Tha bast( tdea
in each of these "bottom up" approaches is that mission entetges punt a
formal, coordmated attempt to understand and arm Hiatt. the opetattonal
statute of the utsittuttott . . [11111A] one seeks to get beyond a.spttattons
the reality of institutional (Marchese 1981, p. 4).

A second suggestion is to keep the decision-making piocess brief. All
of the planning literature assumes that a substantial amount of icscaicl,
(gathering data) is iequired befoi e" strategic decisions are made utile'
%%ise, t he process is °lie of muddling through. A long piScess is cumeLessal
because facult% and administiators, ccho have a great %leal ol knoc% ledge
about the institution and c% hat is happening in its en% ment , can make
sound and imaginati% e, >et tentative, judgments about appi opt late %hi et.-
nuns in a niatter of hours.

"Tentati% e" is stressed because am process should present °ppm tun
Ines lot sharing ideas at the institutiona!, coordinating, and program
levels. These tentati% e ideas need to be shared %%Kiel> , izontall% and
certica11%, for re% iecc and comment. The business college ut department
needs to share ideas %cull, sac, the education department, just as the
phcsics and chemistry depainnents need to critique each (Abel St:coal
phases ofre% ie%% and comment are necessary lot adequate LUIDITIllnllat tun,
collaboration, negotiation, and influence.

The simplest process %could ha% c department facult% ut the stall of a
suppui t Unit meet In the MOI fling to exploi e suggestions about hal %%uuld

make a great depai t mem. In the a ftei noon, the group %could explore ideas
about lim% to makc'itx,reat. Advocates of pat tic %dal positions %%mild then
be organized into task groups to %cork out the details, alcca>s shai mg
developing ideas with other segments of the institution.
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Figure 8: The Fritz Model

Strategic:
Business
Fashion
Travel
Nursing
Etc.

Ihtegral:
Mathematics
History
English
Etc.

Core:
Library
Mailroom
Etc.

A slightly more detailed process, but still manageable in one , would
have groups systematically scan the en% irunment, using maps and eco-
nomic and demographic data to spot opportunities. Institutional strengths
arc issessed separate!). The strengths are then linked to the opportunities
to determine the directions that appear most 'Pule (Cope 1980).

The final requirement fot an initial analysis of strateg% is differentia-
tion ticcut ding to the nature of the function or prograni. A major curpu-
Litton, fin example, maintains two- to three -seat strategic plans for its
tu) di% 'stun, two-) eat (maximum) directional plans fin its fashion di% ision,
and five- to six-)ear plans for its food

An am, uach rec,,gaim ng different functions achucated b) the planning
committee at Columbia (Missuut College, referred to here as the Frit/
Model, after Its imentur, sees all departments and functions fitting three
modes. strategic, integi al, and core (see Figurc-8). Strategic prop ams ha e
a dit ect I,nk to en % irunments beund the institution Schools of business
achninistt anon, tt aN el, and fashion design are snategic because of the
continually changing demands made upon them b% then industries In-.
tcgral plow trill!, al C neccssal) for a complete education. The mathematics.
English, and ps) cholgg% depat tmcnts arc essential in a libel ,i1 at is college
and al C HO- LSSar SUPpUi t mg programs fur professional degiees Coie
tunetions at C indispensable hbiar , learning resource center, and mail-
loom, for example.

The logic of the Frit/. Model suggests that strategic programs justil%
then changing t equnements fot funds on die, changes in then client in
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dust ries. Integral programs, because their base of knowledge and demands
change less rapidly, justif their need more on the basis of how they
support the strategic programs. Core functions are justified on the basis
of services to integral and strategic programs. The logic of the model also
suggests longer-range plans can be made lot core functions and shorter-
range plans made for strategic programs.

Summary. The strategic planning process in any institution may vary
considerably in timing, irtensit , steps, extent of data, degree of involve-
ment, and so on. Whatever the differences, however, three dimensions are
involved' time, vertical integration, and horizontal integration. In addi-
tion to the obvious requirement of time, strategic planning itnok es hi-
erarchical levels in the institution, perhaps from the bottom up, and
horizontal considerations that recognize distinctions in program func-
tions Strategic planning is the ultimate ma tn. game, in three dimensions.
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Summary

Qualities of Strategic Planning
The strategic %ic%% has gained fullum mg today because pcuple are in-
creasinglY I-call/Am; that em ironments change, 111,11 plannirty, is a process,
and that compel itut s are changing adtes.One of the qualities of strategic
thinking, therefore, is an emphum., on change. A related quality is recog-
nizing that the plannibg process is dynamic rather than static. Plans are
not made then implemented, plaits Callier ateiontintially Modified. St I a-
tegic plans become a pattern'm a steam of decisiwis-(Mittrzberg_1978).

This form of planning is likk. ise more iterati% c. relying more off a
learning process os indi%iduals study the changing en ironment and the
Institution's responses. The strategic process suggests adju-stment, ad-
aptation and perhaps incrementalism" (Carter 1980, pp. 101-2). E%en if
planning, allocating, and monitoring are dune on a scheduled, cyclical
basis. there is a gro%%ing appreciation for the importance of problems.
ideas, and opportunities that du not fit that arranged timetable.

I3c,ause many perhaps must, of the problems, ideas, and opportunities
occult in the external em itonment , planning today is increasingly influ-
enced b% e% ents the' c. And those e% ems, for both public-and pri% ate higher
education, ate mui e often occurring in the political realm. More of tudey's
strategic management therefore seen as the management of

The strategic %itn% is also one stf humility. The grow mg awareness of
Litton taint l'es. um incomplete kno%% lcdge, and out limited capacity to un-
derstand %% hen so much is in flux demand it (Amara 1979) "It %%mild ,,cem
that the humble attitude ,t1su det Res from %%hat %%e du knw% regarding
the limits in our ability to change the em irunment and the e% er-present
need to justify lour social responsibility I ..." (Carter 1980, p. 102).

Sti-ategic planning's a process that is hierarchical and intrainstitu-
nonal. consisting of both broad and Ilan cm purposes. The levels and dif-
ferent segments need to interact, recognizing that all levels and segments
have a legitimate place in planning processes.

The essence of stiategic planning remains the matching of internal
resources (values, pi ow ,tms, Eaultucs, staff) %%ith opportunities to both
set% e and advance the solidi good. Mission is tdyauced through the fu-
cusing of goals and (kw'. t i% es as personal efforts at c dit et_ ted stt ategies

strategic planning is a philosophy, an attitude, an approach,
and a %%ay of _thinking. It is trained and of ganized common sense It seeks
lommurmatcon as much as the allocation of resources It is a creatke
process, valuing flexibility and limo% alum see! tug s net gistic strengths

44

From Strategic to Open-System Planning
Rather than "strategic planning," those in higher education should adopt
a new, expression, one more in keeping %% ith the %dines of academe "open-
system planning." Because it emerged largely from military usage and
suggests the deploy went of ferces to defeat an eh. %, the term "strateg%
cat' les the unlut Innate connotation of deception sategy suggests beat-
ing the competition, perhaps tAen tricker It suggc the importance of
keeping secrets, lest "they" know what we are planning.
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Open-s stem planninpi on the other hand, reLotintAes the need lot the
open im oh emetn of ma IN Lonstituendes as nue .ions are formulated.
Externally, they are legi lat ke and exeLume bowes, alumni, L Miens of
the immediate Lommun ty,, Limb_ h groups, industilal and at mut. Intel
ests, "cause" groups, pt.( sped n e students, and whet eduLit lona'. ser% ice,
and Cultural institution, Intet nal b . they in ludv students, faLulty , staff,
administtaturs, and tiiP, ees. Most institutions all ead reLoginie and in
dude these many interec s as du eL n muns fur the future ire tut inulated. The
boundaries around out i istitutions ate permeable. Pet haps if %%e Lin oise
to tall it open-sx stem p fuming, %%e %%Ili !male' expectations lot %% irde-
spread and at t iN L ins oh ement, leading to dehLate adjustments of thought
that are necessary for sacessful adaptation of ideas.
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Appendix
At

A Survey Form to Obtain Responses to a Question About the
Importance of Particular Programs or Activities

Hou Important is cum /etc u all an a) ate identtltel (an actwit% or)11) m
program)?

To your individuar teachins. and scholarship

High Moderate
Importance Importance

Low or.

To your department's teaching'and research

None

Essen t is I
Moderate

Importance

.0

To the college's role and functions

None

Essential Moderate
NoneImportance

`1 hr categories can goon to um% ct sit% . state. Rtoutt, nauun Respundun.
might e%aluate the unpot tante of man piottrams, ur auk%
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